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Abstract
Agile methods have received significant attention in the last ten years and have
successfully been applied to many small- to medium-sized projects. They have
enjoyed significant popularity amongst developers. Most of the time, the selection of
agile methods and practices is based on personal preference or past experience rather
than the characteristics of the project at hand. Furthermore, there are no sufficient
guidelines for developers to make an appropriate selection. So far, research in this
area focuses mainly on specifying the weaknesses and strengths of each method with
little analysis of these methods and their practices. It also offers little guidance on
how to choose the best-suited practice for a certain project. We believe that finding a
way to link project properties and characteristics with the abilities of agile practices is
of great importance. In this thesis, we try to find and propose a methodology for
developing customized agile approaches by selecting the best agile practices for a
given project. We also implement this methodology into an operational model.

Search Terms: Software Engineering, Agile Adoption, Agile Practices, Clustering
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In the last two decades, the field of software development witnessed the rise of many
development methodologies. However, many of them were very prescriptive,
inflexible, and required a large amount of documentation [1]. There is a growing
need, therefore, for rapid, lightweight, and flexible development methods as the
request for rapid software delivery increases. The concept of agility satisfies those
needs by emphasizing on frequent iterations for development, small releases,
accepting the need for requirement changes, and direct communication with the
customers to involve them in the development process. A whole group of
methodologies emerged to follow the principles of agility. Many developers consider
those methodologies to be the best thing that happened to software development in
recent years [2]. However, those methodologies have to continually evolve in order to
keep up with the fast-changing nature of the software industry. This research aims to
contribute to the field of agile development by providing a methodology that helps
select the best agile practices based on the characteristics of a given project.
1.2 Problem Statement

Selecting an appropriate agile method for the development of a certain project can be
a tricky decision. If such a decision is based on the wrong factors or only on the
intuition of the developers, it can lead to serious difficulties. Research in this area
addresses this issue using surveys to determine the factors driving the adoption and
use of agile practices [3] [4] [5] [6]. Our research aims to provide a model to support
the selection of the most appropriate agile practices for a certain project. The model is
based on rules derived for the purpose of matching characteristics of software projects
with the abilities of agile practices. For this model to operate properly, we first need
to classify the abilities of agile methods and their practices. Then, we need to provide
a way to classify the different characteristics of software projects. Finally, the rules
are applied to determine what agile methods and practices are best-suited for a certain
project. This will enable us to have a customized set of agile practices for developing
the project at hand.
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1.3 Challenges of the Research

The key challenge in this research was the absence of experts' direct reviews and
opinions. This appeared to be an issue especially when classifying the abilities of
agile practices and the characteristics of software projects. However, to overcome this
obstacle, we resorted to a technique known as literature analysis, where other research
in the area of interest is analyzed and investigated in order to extract information
reliable enough to base our assumptions on.
1.4 Introducing the Proposed Model

The proposed model will operate as follows: Abilities of agile practices are classified
based on a detailed analysis of existing research in the field of agile development. The
practices are then clustered according to their abilities using K-means clustering.
Then, a model of the Agile System Development Life Cycle (Agile SDLC) phases is
used to categorize the practices based on their role in the development process. After
that, rules are applied to match project characteristics with abilities of practices and
produce a list of recommended practices.
Since the whole process of the model can be automated, a prototype of the model is
implemented. The tool is designed as a rule-based decision support system and
demonstrates the functionality of the methodology.
1.5 Testing the Validity of the Model

The feasibility of the model was validated by applying it to several projects that were
carried out in industry. The results from the model were then compared with practices
used for these projects to determine how useful the model can be. Eight projects were
carried out and are presented completely in this thesis (In Chapter 6) to show the help
provided by the model in practice. The variety of test projects is important to show the
results of the model for different input combinations.
1.6 Thesis Outline

There are seven chapters in this thesis. After this introduction the rest of this thesis is
organized as follows: Chapter 2 includes the literature review of related research and
a systematic mapping of studies in this research domain. A classification of the
01

general characteristics of agile methods under study is provided in Chapter 3. The
proposed model and its implementation are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5,
respectively. Chapter 6 includes the case study to test and validate our model. Finally,
we conclude in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Systematic Mapping of Agile Methods
This section discusses the methodology of systematic mapping which was followed to
obtain material for this research. The discussion will cover the search strategy,
databases used, and the selection criteria. The methodology is based on the software
engineering systematic mapping guidelines by Petersen et al. [7].
2.1.1

Research Questions

The research questions investigated in this thesis are as follows:
RQ1: What are the abilities of agile practices?
RQ2: What are the characteristics of software projects that can be developed with
agile methods?
RQ3: How can we match the abilities of agile practices with the characteristics of
software projects in order to recommend the most-suitable practices for a certain
project context?
2.1.2

Search Strategy

This thesis reviewed research material obtained from different databases along with
other material found on the internet. The sources of research material are presented in
Table 1. The search terms used are presented in Table 2. Note that terms a, b, and c
were not used individually but in combination with other terms. This was done in
order to limit the search results to the field of agile software development.
Table 1 Databses searched in this study

Database Name
ACM
Elsevier
IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Springer
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Table 2 Search terms

No.
a
b
c
1
2
3
5
6

2.1.3

Search Terms
"agile methods"
"agile practices"
"software projects"
{a, b, c} AND {characteristics, features}
{a, b} AND evaluation
b AND {abilities, clustering, grouping}
{a, b} AND adoption
5 AND framework

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The refinement of search results was done in two phases. In the first phase, only one
title and abstract were searched. The goal was to find studies that mainly describe the
structure and characteristics of agile methods and practices and their deployment in
software development companies.
In the second phase, the inclusion and exclusion criteria shown in Table 3 were used
to refine the studies selected after the first step. A study was selected if it met at least
one inclusion criteria. Exclusion was made when a study did not meet any inclusion
criteria or it met one or more exclusion criteria. Exclusion criteria had a higher
priority than inclusion criteria.
Table 3 Detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3

2.1.4

Detailed Inclusion Criteria
The study provides an overview of an agile method.
The study compares agile methods.
The study investigates the characteristics and abilities of agile methods and
practices or the characteristics of software projects.
The study presents a framework or methodology for adopting agile methods and
practices.
The study presents case studies on agile software development.
The study discusses software projects’ suitability for agile methods.
Detailed Exclusion Criteria
The study does not provide sufficient detail (e.g., full text not available online).
The study discusses agile methods not considered in this thesis.
If several studies discuss the same issue, only the most complete or newest study is
selected; the rest are excluded.

Search Results

The results of the selection process are shown in Table 4. In the first step, five
databases were searched individually using the keywords established in the previous
07

section. A total of 2,953 studies were found. In the second step, 114 of the 2,953
studies were selected based on a search on the title and abstract. The first step set the
search domain to the area of interest, and the second step filtered the studies based on
the title and abstract. If we were to perform the search on each title and abstract
directly, the results would be different and some of the results might not be targeting
our area of interest. A search for title and abstract in a database that holds more than
million studies is not as specific as a search of a few thousands studies. In the third
step, eight duplicate studies were excluded resulting in 106 studies. In the fourth step,
the detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied and resulted in 22 studies.
Another 22 studies were acquired by conducting a general Internet search considering
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. These studies were mainly books, technical
reports, or Master’s and PhD theses. We added them to the studies obtained from the
search of the five databases to have a total of 44 studies.
Table 4 Search results

2,953

Total search results (by searching the
databases)
First refinement (by searching the title
and abstract)
Second refinement (by eliminating
duplicate studies)
Third refinement (by applying detailed
inclusion and exclusion criteria )

114
106
22

Table 5 shows all the 44 studies along with their publication year, type of
validation, and the goal of the research.
Table 5 Selected studies

No.

1

2

3

4

Paper Name

Sustained Agile Usage: A
Systematic Literature
Review
Scrum Across the CS/SE
Curricula: A
Retrospective
Empirical Studies of
Embedded Software
Development Using Agile
Methods: a Systematic
Review
What Agile Teams Think
of Agile Principles

Year

Agile
Method
Under
Study

2013

All agile
methods

Literature
analysis

Study agile methods
adoption

[8]

2012

Scrum

Expert opinion

Provide overview of
agile methods

[9]

2012

XP, Scrum,
FDD,
ASD, RUP

Literature
analysis

[10]

2012

All agile
methods

Surveys

Study agile methods
adoption/ study
software projects
suitability for agile
methods
Provide overview of
agile methods
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Validation
Type

Research Goal

Ref

[6]

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

A Framework for the
Integration of User
Centered Design and
Agile Software
Development Processes
A Qualitative Study of the
Determinants of Selfmanaging Team
Effectiveness in a Scrum
Team
Knowledge Creation and
Sharing in Software
Development Teams
Using Agile
Methodologies: Key
Insights Affecting Their
Adoption
Agile Adoption
Experience : A Case
Study in the U.A.E
The relationship between
organizational culture and
the deployment of agile
methods
Method and Developer
Characteristics for
Effective Agile Method
Tailoring: A Study of XP
Expert Opinion
Software Evolution in
Agile Development: A
Case Study
Classification and
Comparison of Agile
Methods

2011

All agile
methods

Surveys

Study agile methods
adoption/ Study
software projects
suitability for agile
methods
Study agile methods
characteristics

[11]

2011

Scrum

Interviews

2011

All agile
methods

Literature
analysis

Study agile methods
adoption/ study agile
methods
characteristics/
compare agile methods

[13]

2011

Scrum

Case study

Study agile methods
adoption

[14]

2011

All agile
methods

Expert opinion

Study agile methods
adoption

[15]

2010

XP

Expert opinion

Study agile methods
adoption

[16]

2010

Scrum

Case study

Provide overview of
agile methods

[17]

2010

XP, Scrum

Literature
analysis

[18]

Using Factor Analysis to
Generate Clusters of Agile
Practices
An Empirical
Characterization of
Scientific Software
Development Projects
According to the Boehm
and Turner Model: a
Progress Report
Identification of success
and failure factors of two
agile software
development teams in an
open source organization
Experiences Applying
Agile Practices to Large
Systems

2010

All agile
methods

Surveys/ Factor
analysis

Study agile methods
adoption/ Study agile
methods
characteristics/
Compare agile
methods
Study agile practices
clustering

2009

All agile
methods

Surveys/
Interviews

Study agile methods
adoption

[20]

2009

All agile
methods

Literature
analysis/ Case
study

Compare agile
methods

[21]

2009

All agile
methods

Expert opinion

[22]

Patterns for Agile
Development Practice
Part 3
Towards A Framework
for Understanding the
Relationships between
Classical Software

2008

Scrum, XP

Expert opinion

Study agile methods
adoption/ Study
Software projects
characteristics/ Provide
overview of agile
methods
Provide overview of
agile methods

2008

All agile
methods

Case study

Compare agile
methods/ Study agile
methods characteristics

[24]
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[12]

[19]

[23]

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

26

27
28

29

30
31

32
33
34

35

36

Engineering and Agile
Methodologies
Identifying some
important success factors
in adopting agile software
development practices
A survey study of critical
success factors in agile
software projects
Agile Software
Development: A Survey
of Early Adopters
Agile Project
Development at Intel: A
Scrum Odyssey
DSDM Public Version 4.2

2008

All agile
methods

Surveys

Study agile methods
adoption/ Compare
agile methods

[25]

2008

All agile
methods

Surveys

Compare agile
methods

[4]

2008

XP, Scrum

Surveys

Study agile methods
adoption

[5]

2008

Scrum

Case study

Study agile methods
adoption

[26]

2008

DSDM

Expert opinion

[27]

Designing an Agile
Methodology for Mobile
Software Development: A
Hybrid Method
Engineering Approach
A Structured Approach to
Adopting Agile Practices:
The Agile Adoption
Framework
A framework to support
the evaluation, adoption
and improvement of agile
methods in practice
The Concept of Change in
Technology Transfer
High-Integrity Extreme
Programming

2007

All agile
methods

Experimentations

2007

All agile
methods

Expert opinion/
Surveys

Provide overview of
agile methods
Study software projects
suitability for agile
methods/ Study
software projects
characteristics
Study agile methods
adoption/ Study agile
methods characteristics

2007

All agile
methods

Expert opinion

Study agile methods
adoption

[30]

2006

XP

Case study

[31]

2005

XP

Experimentations/
Expert opinion

A Cross-Program
Investigation of Students’
Perceptions of Agile
Methods
Challenges of Migrating
to Agile Methodologies
The Agile Methods: AN
Analytical Comparison of
Five Agile Methods and
an Investigation of Their
Target Environment

2005

All agile
methods

Surveys

Study agile methods
adoption
Study agile methods
adoption/ Study
software projects
suitability for agile
methods
Compare agile
methods

2005

All agile
methods
All agile
methods

Literature
analysis
Case study

[1]

An Introduction to Agile
Methods
Agile Project
Management with Scrum
Agile Software
Development

2004
2004

All agile
methods
Scrum

Literature
analysis
Expert opinion

2004

Crystal

Expert opinion

Crystal Clear A HumanPowered Methodology
For Small Teams,
Including The Seven
Properties of Effective
Software Projects
People and Methodologies
in Software Development

2004

Crystal

Interviews/
Expert opinion

2003

Crystal

Interviews/
Expert opinion

Study agile methods
adoption
Study agile methods
adoption/ Study agile
methods
characteristics/ Study
software Projects
suitability for agile
methods
Provide overview of
agile methods
Study agile methods
adoption
Study agile methods
adoption/ Provide
overview of agile
methods
Provide overview of
agile methods/ Study
software projects
characteristics/ Study
agile methods
characteristics
Provide overview of
agile methods/ Study

2005

11

[28]

[29]

[32]

[33]

[34]

[2]
[35]
[36]

[37]

[38]

37

Requirements Engineering
and Agile Software
Development

2003

All agile
methods

Literature
analysis

38

New Directions on Agile
Methods: A Comparative
Analysis
Quantitative Survey on
Extreme Programming
Projects

2003

All agile
methods

Case study

2002

XP

Surveys

Test-Driven Development
By Example
Agile Software
Development Methods
A practical Guide to
Feature Driven
Development
Seven Characteristics of
Dysfunctional Software
Projects
Extreme Programming
Explained

2002

XP

Expert opinion

2002

All agile
methods
FDD

Expert opinion

2002

All agile
methods

2000

XP

39

40
41
42

43

44

2.1.5

2002

software projects
characteristics/ Study
agile methods
characteristics
Provide overview of
agile methods/
Compare agile
methods
Compare agile
methods

[39]

[40]

Provide overview of
agile methods/ Study
agile methods
adoption/ Study agile
methods characteristics
Provide overview of
agile methods
Provide overview of
agile methods
Provide overview of
agile methods

[3]

Expert opinion

Study of software
Project Characteristics

[44]

Expert opinion

Provide overview of
agile methods

[45]

Expert opinion

[41]
[42]
[43]

Classification Scheme

The 44 studies selected for systematic mapping were classified based on the five
different agile methods under study (i.e., XP, SCRUM, Crystal Clear, FDD, and
DSDM), and mapped with respect to three aspects: publication year, validation type,
and research goals, and the results of this mapping are presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3
respectively.
Three maps were developed in the form of bubble charts. The first mapping (Map A)
shown in Figure 1, positions each study with respect to the agile method(s) it
addresses and the publication year of the study. The size of each bubble reflects the
number of studies at each intersection of the mapping. The second mapping (Map B)
is shown in Figure 2. Each bubble represents the number of studies addressing each
agile method with respect to the validation type used in the study. The third mapping
(Map C) shown in Figure 3 maps the number of studies addressing each agile method
with respect to the goal of the research conducted in these studies. Some studies are
mapped to multiple categories, which is the reason for the unequal number of studies
represented in each map.
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Map A: Mapping the studies with respect to agile methods under study and year of
publication
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Figure 1 Map A: Mapping the studies with respect to agile methods under study and year of publication

Map B: Mapping the study with respect to agile methods under study and type of
validation used
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Figure 2 Map B: Mapping the study with respect to agile methods under study and type of validation used
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Map C: Mapping the studies with respect to agile methods under study and the goal
of the research
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Figure 3 Map C: Mapping the studies with respect to agile methods under study and the goal of the research

This systematic review has a number of implications. The review shows the
increasing interest of agile development over the last thirteen years. It also shows a
clear need for more studies of certain agile development methods, especially DSDM,
FDD and Crystal. It is also noticeable from this review that the agile methods most
frequently addressed are XP and Scrum. Another finding is related to the type of
validation used in the studies. Figure 2 shows that expert opinion is the most popular
method of validation in the domain of agile development studies followed by survey
and literature analysis. The major area of research, as shown in Figure 3, is the study
of agile method adoption. Other areas of research on agile software development,
such as studies of particular practices of agile methods, are almost absent from this
review.
Based on the findings of this review, it is safe to say that we are conducting research
in a vivid and active domain. Furthermore, the main goal of our research targets an
area of study that did not receive much attention, as we focus on agile adoption on the
practices level.
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2.2 Agile Methods

2.2.1

The Agile Manifesto

Agile development represents a fairly recent approach in the world of software
development. Agile development itself is a kind of development philosophy. It is a
way of thinking about software development that enables developers to react to
changes that occur when conducting a project. In fact, it allows them to not just react,
but even plan for change. The “Agile Manifesto” was written in February of 2001, at
a summit of seventeen practitioners of several programming methodologies [46]. The
participants were trying to find common ground for the new methodologies in this
field that had started getting public attention [47]. What emerged was the agile
software development manifesto, a collection of 4 values and 12 principles.
Manifesto for Agile Software Development
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and
helping others do it. We value:





Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
Working software over comprehensive documentation.
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.
Responding to change over following a plan.

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the
items on the left more.
Figure 4 The agile manifesto [46]

The following cites the description of the 12 principles that follow the values of
agility and are agreed upon by the original group that developed the agile manifesto
[46].
1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous
delivery of valuable software: The main concern for customers is whether they
will receive working software in every development cycle or not. We need to
understand that many customers do not care about documents, UML diagrams,
or legacy integration. So we should focus on implementing the customer value
as an activity itself, not just go with the traditional assumption that achieving a
plan equals project success equals demonstrated customer value.
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2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes
harness change for the customer's competitive advantage: Unpredictable
changes in business and technology can be viewed as either a threat that needs to
be guarded or an opportunity to be embraced. The agile approach strives to
accommodate changes instead of resisting them, because agile supporters
understand that facilitating changes is more effective than attempting to prevent
them.

3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months, with a preference for the shorter timescale: It is an essential practice
in agile project to use an incremental or iterative style of software development,
with multiple deliveries.

4. Business people and developers work together daily throughout the project:
For many software projects the simple buying model, where the customers have
a list of requirements in mind and they pay for what they asked for, does not
work. This problem can be solved with frequent interaction between the business
people and the developers.

5. Build projects around motivated individuals, give them the environment
and support they need and trust them to get the job done: Even with the
availability of tools, techniques and processes, it is people who make the
difference between project success and failure. So it is important to emphasize
on the importance of people.

6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information with and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation: The lack of
documentation in agile has been debated. The supporters of agile defend the
minimization of documents with the claim that “The issue is not documentation,
the issue is understanding!” So the distinction between agile and documentcentric methodologies is not one of extensive documentation versus no
documentation; rather a differing concept of the blend of documentation and
conversation required to elicit understanding.
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7. Working software is the primary measure of progress: It is important to
provide milestones that cannot be misunderstood. This milestone will provide an
accurate measure for the progress and a more profound understanding of the
risks that might appear in the future of the project. This is the reason why agile
developers favor the concept of iterative development since it provides frequent
delivery of working pieces of software.

8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers
and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely: Agile
depends on people who are focused and creative, and this creativity should be
maintained during the whole project. Sustainable development means finding a
working pace that the team can sustain over time and remain healthy.

9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility: It is true that agile concentrates on speed and flexibility, but when it
comes to technical purity, agile approaches emphasize quality of design, because
design quality is essential to maintaining agility.

10. Simplicity-the art of maximizing the amount of work not done- is essential:
Any task in software development projects can be handled using several
methods. In agile projects, it is very important to use simple approaches. Simple
methods are easier to modify than complicated ones, and they respond more
efficiently to changes. Including only what everybody needs rather than what
anybody needs makes it easier for teams to add something that addresses their
own particular needs.

11. The best architectures, requirements and designs emerge from selforganizing teams: The best designs emerge from iterative development and
frequent delivery rather than early planning. The key property of achieving this
is using human organization to facilitate the translation of a complex system into
innovation and creativity. Self-organizing teams with high interactions and few
rules are most-likely to succeed.
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12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective,
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly: The process of refining the
methods and reflecting on the work should be maintained by the agile team as
the project advances. Agile methods are not something definite that should be
followed without questioning. Sometimes a team starts with a specific process,
but has to adjust its process for a specific situation. Therefore, enhancements to
the process at hand must be made in order to improve the practices and
circumstances.

“The Agile movement is not anti-methodology, in fact, many of us want to restore
credibility to the word methodology” writes Jim Highsmith in the formation of agile
alliance [46]. “Those who would brand proponents of XP or SCRUM or any of the
other Agile Methodologies as hackers are ignorant of both the methodologies and the
original definition of the term hacker.” In the following sections we will provide a
summary of five important agile methods and their practices.
2.2.2

Extreme Programming (XP)

Extreme Programming (XP) is a software development methodology that satisfies the
values and principles of the agile manifesto. According to a survey on agile software
development conducted by Leo R. Vijayasarathy and Dan Turk in 2008 [5], XP can
be considered the most widely-used agile methodology. This method provides value
to developers and managers with a simple set of day-to-day practices. In order to get
the real essence of XP, it is important to know that XP is more than just a set of
practices. The success of XP lies in its values. These values emphasize on simplicity,
communication, feedback and courage [48]. In action, XP is defined by a set of
primary practices that can be adapted, removed, or added as needed based on team
feedback. These practices are explained next [48] [45].


Whole Team: The XP team should contain members that have the skills,
knowledge and experience for the project to succeed. The team will have
programmers, testers, analysts and a coach to facilitate processes and keep the
work on track. The team might also have a manager to organize resources,
handle external communication and coordinate activities.
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Planning Game: The planning process in XP is referred to as the planning
game. This game occurs once per iteration, which is approximately every one
to two weeks. The planning game is divided into two main tasks: Release
planning and iteration planning. The goal of release planning is to determine
what will be accomplished by the due date. Both developers and customers
take part in release planning. The requirements are collected during this phase
and written down on user story cards. These requirements may be adjusted
later on, and new requirements may be added. The customers and developers
will commit to the release date and the functionality that needs to be delivered
by then. In iteration planning, the developers will determine what to do next.
Customers are excluded during this phase. The requirements are translated and
broken down into tasks, which are then assigned to programmers. The work
that should be done in the current iteration is based on the previous iteration.



Sit Together: In XP, the customer is the one who will use the system
eventually, not just the one who pays the bills. The customer will help provide
requirements, set the priorities, and steer the project. Thus, he/she should be
on hand and available for questioning at all times.



Customer Tests: The XP team takes customer tests as seriously as
programmer tests, because they are considered to be acceptance tests defined
by the customer to see if the feature is implemented and working correctly.



Small Releases: The XP team delivers the software on a frequent basis. With
every iteration, the team releases running and tested software. This software
can be used by the customer for evaluation purposes or even for release to
end-users.



Simple Design: This is a design approach that should be considered by
programmers. Keeping the design simple but suited for the wanted
functionality will make handling change easier and ensure that the software is
always ready for what is next.



Pair Programming: Pair programming means two programmers are working
side by side on the same workstation on the same task to produce all the code
for that task. One programmer will take over the coding process and the other
will be reviewing the code continually. This practice results in better code by
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ensuring that all the produced code will be reviewed by at least one other
programmer.


Test-Driven Development (TDD): XP uses automated unit tests for testing
the functionality of the software. In test-driven development, the unit tests
should be written before the actual code is completed [41]. This will provoke
programmers to think early of challenges that they might encounter later. All
tests should be passed 100 percent at all times.



Design Improvement: To deliver business value in every iteration, the
software must be well designed. To achieve this, XP regularly uses a design
improvement process called refactoring. This process does not add any new
functionality but improves design and code.



Continuous Integration: In XP the software should be fully integrated at all
times. The process of integration might occur several times a day since XP
teams do multiple builds per day. Leaving integration to be done later can lead
to serious problems, because some bugs might not be detected during testing
and only appear during integration.



Collective Code Ownership: This concept means that all the code in the
project is owned by every programmer on the team and anyone can make
changes to it. The major advantage of this is in error correction, because any
programmer can correct errors as soon as they are detected. It should be noted
that pair programming contributes to this concept.



Coding Standards: All the code in the project should follow a specific coding
standard, so that all code will appear as if it were written by a single
individual.



Metaphors: There should be a common vision between customers and the
development team of how the software works. This vision is called metaphor.
Metaphors ensure that everyone understands how the software works.

Table 6. shows how XP practices correspond to traditional development phases.
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Table 6 Matching XP practices against traditional SDLC phases

XP Practices

Planning

Analysis

covers

covers

Pair Programming
Sit Together
Iteration Planning
Release Planning
Unite Tests
Customer Tests
Test-Driven Development
Whole Team
Continuous Integration
Small Releases
Coding Standard
Collective Code Ownership
Simple Design
System Metaphor

2.2.3

covers
covers

Design &
Implementation

Testing

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers
covers
covers

covers
covers

covers
covers

Deployment

covers

covers
covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers
covers
covers

Scrum

Scrum is an agile approach that focuses on the management of the development
process [42]. It helps organize iterations in incremental projects by providing a
lightweight management framework with a variety of practices and processes. Scrum
has received increasing attention in the last few years due to its simplicity, flexibility,
and productivity [42]. It also proved its worth in engineering fields besides software
engineering, as it can serve as a management framework for hardware manufacturing
projects, for example [26]. Scrum uses the term “sprints” to refer to iterations. These
sprints form the basic unit of development. They last between one week and one
month. “Product owner” is another term used in Scrum. He/she is responsible for the
project and represents the customer voice within the development team. The major
Scrum practices and techniques are described below [42] [35].


Product Backlog: The product backlog is a prioritized list of requirements.
This list consists of items made, prioritized and ordered by the product owner.



Sprint Backlog: The sprint back log contains the work that should be done for
the next sprint. The items in the sprint backlog are selected by the team from
the product backlog.



Sprint Planning Meeting: This meeting takes place at the beginning of every
sprint. The team decides what work should be done for the next sprint by
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preparing the sprint backlog. The team picks up items from the top of the
product backlog, which is ordered by priority by the product owner, and adds
them to the sprint backlog until they decide that there is enough work for the
next sprint.


Sprint Review Meeting: At the end of the sprint, commonly on the last day,
the development team reviews complete and incomplete work. Then, the team
presents the results (completed work) to the management, customers, users,
and product owner. This meeting may bring up new backlog items and lead to
changes in the project direction.



Sprint Retrospective: This meeting aims to improve the work done during
the last sprint. Two main questions guide the team during this meeting: “What
went well in the last sprint?” and “What could be improved in the next
sprint?”



Daily Scrum Meeting: The time limit for this meeting is 15 minutes. The
team starts every day of the sprint with this meeting. Every member of the
team should be there. During the meeting the work of the previous day is
discussed as well as the work intended for the day.



Burn Down Chart: This chart shows the progress of the project and is
updated every day. It is displayed publicly and shows the remaining work in
the sprint backlog.



Definition of Done (DoD): This works as an exit criterion that determines the
completeness of a product backlog item after it passes all the necessary tests.



Velocity: This term refers to the effort the team can spend during a sprint. It
serves as a guideline to the team so they know how much work they can
handle in each sprint.

Table 7 shows how Scrum practices correspond to traditional development phases.
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Table 7 Matching Scrum practices against traditional SDLC phases

Scrum Practices
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Sprint Planning Meetings
Sprint Review
Sprint Retrospective
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Burn Down Chart
Release Burn Down Chart
Definition of Done (DoD)
Velocity

2.2.4

Planning

Analysis

covers

covers

covers

covers

Design &
Implementation

Testing

Deployment

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers
covers

covers
covers

covers

Crystal Clear

Crystal Clear is part of the Crystal family of methodologies developed by Alistair
Cockburn [38]. The Crystal family realizes that each project may require a different
set of policies, practices, and processes. For that reason, all the approaches included in
this family are driven based on specific factors such as team size, system criticality,
and project properties [38]. All Crystal methods have two rules in common [36]. The
first rule focuses on the use of incremental iterations with increments of four months
or less for handling projects. The second one states that the team must hold both preand post-reflection workshops with a strong preference for mid-project reflection
workshops.
The Crystal methods make use of colors [38]. The color related to one method reflects
the heaviness of the project the method is targeted for; the lighter the color the fewer
the number of people on the project, whereas a darker color indicates the need for
more resources. The color of the methods are as follows: Clear, Yellow, Orange,
Orange Web, Red, Magenta, and Blue. The methods Crystal Clear, Orange, and
Orange Web are the only ones that have been implemented and actually used on
projects so far [39]. Here we will concentrate on Crystal Clear practices as described
by Cockburn [37].


Frequent Delivery: This means regular release of partial implementations of
the system. Developers will decide on the features that are to be included in
each release. This enables stakeholders to provide early feedback since each
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iteration takes only one to three weeks to finish. It should be noted that a
release may take more than one iteration due to feasibility issues.


Reflective Improvement: This is a workshop or a meeting that is held every
two weeks where developers take a break from their regular work and try to
find out whether the current process works or not and how to improve it.



Close or Osmotic Communication: All the team members are located within
the same room and exchange information while they are there. This technique
works only with small teams, because it might lead to distraction with bigger
teams.



Personal Safety: This has to do with the speaking and sharing of opinions
between team members. The people in the team must be able to trust each
other and feel free to speak about issues and express ideas.



Focus: The Crystal Clear method emphasizes the importance of periods of
uninterrupted work. Issues that unnecessarily interrupt the work flow and the
developers’ focus need to be avoided. It strongly suggests that developers
should sit for two-hour periods without interruptions.



Easy Access to Expert Users: The developers in the team should have access
to people with real expertise in the project area. The expert will help
developers by answering their question and may also suggest solutions and
improvements. The more time the expert can give, the more the project
benefits.



Technical environment with automated tests, configuration management,
and frequent integration: Automated tests and configuration management
help in checking code and identifying and removing problems. However, some
errors will not be detected with typical tests and will only show up when
integrating the system. So, there should be continuous integration on a regular
basis to prevent such problems from growing traditional development phases.

Table 8 shows how Crystal practices correspond to traditional development phases.
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Table 8 Matching Crystal Clear practices against traditional SDLC phases

Crystal Clear Practices
Frequent Delivery
Reflective Improvement
Close or Osmotic
Communication
Personal Safety
Focus
Access to Expert Users
Automated Tests and Integration

2.2.5

Planning

Analysis

Design &
Implementation

Testing

Deployment
covers

covers
covers
covers

covers

covers
covers
covers

covers
covers

covers

Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM)

DSDM was developed in 1994 to serve as a framework for Rapid Application
Development (RAD) [42]. Since then, it has gained a large amount of interest,
especially in the UK where it was developed, as an agile methodology and framework
that addresses software projects from a business, not technical, perspective. The
DSDM method embraces the concept of change in requirements and functionality by
promoting the following idea: “instead of fixing the amount of functionality in a
product and then adjusting time and resources to reach that functionality, it is
preferred to fix time and resources and then adjust the amount of functionality
accordingly” [40]. This shows how flexible DSDM is. There are five phases that
compose the DSDM method: feasibility study, business study, functional model
iteration, design and build iteration, and implementation [27]. The first two phases are
carried out only once when the project starts, and they are performed in a sequential
manner. On the other hand, the other three phases are iterative and incremental and
are responsible for the actual work. The major DSDM practices and techniques are
described below [27].


Timeboxing: Timeboxing divides the project into parts with fixed resources
(delivery date and budget). Then a number of requirements are selected to be
implemented during this timebox.



Workshops: This practice aims to bring stakeholders together with the
development team to discuss requirements, functionality, and different aspects
of the project in order to reach a common understanding of the project at hand.



Test As You Go: DSDM focuses on the quality of the product. Therefore, it
emphasizes testing throughout all phases and iterations.
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Prototyping: This means the process of producing prototypes, i.e.,
preliminary versions of the system. These prototypes will enable the user to
test-drive the system which will lead to early discovery of problems in the
system.



Risk Log: This is a log that contains identified risks generated during the
feasibility study phase. It is updated continually.



Prioritized Requirements List: This is a list of requirements prioritized and
ordered based on the MoSCoW technique. The ordering of the requirements
will help in selecting what to implement first.



MoSCoW: This is a technique used in DSDM to prioritize requirements. The
MoSCoW acronym stands for:
-

MUST have this requirement to meet the business needs.

-

SHOULD have this requirement if at all possible, but the project success
does not rely on this.

-

COULD have this requirement if it does not affect the fitness of business
needs of the project.



WOULD have this requirement at a later date if there is time.

Configuration Management: This practice is considered to be of great
importance to DSDM since there are many tasks being handled at once and the
product is developed at a fast rate. Therefore, this method needs to apply strict
controls over the product during all phases.

Table 9 shows how DSDM practices correspond to traditional development phases.
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Table 9 Matching DSDM practices against traditional SDLC phases

DSDM Practices
Feasibility Study
Business Study
Test as You Go
Risk Log
Prioritized Requirement List
Prototyping
Combined Function
TimeBoxing
MoSCoW
Workshop
Configuration Management

2.2.6

Planning

Analysis

covers

covers

covers

covers

Design &
Implementation

Testing

covers

covers

Deployment

covers
covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers

covers
covers

covers
covers

covers
covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers

covers

Feature Drive Development (FDD)

FDD is one of the agile methods for developing software. It was originally invented
by Jeff Du Luca [49]. The FDD approach emphasizes iterative and incremental
development along with other practices that are thought to be effective in software
development. Furthermore, FDD claims to have all the roles, artifacts, and practices
that are necessary for critical projects [42]. It consists of two main stages:


Discovering a list of features to implement.



Feature-by-feature implementation.

The practices of the FDD approach are as follows [43]:


Overall Domain Model: This is a high-level walkthrough that represents the
general context of the system. This general model consists of multiple domain
walkthroughs for each modeling area. Small groups that consist of developers
and domain experts are assembled for each domain walkthrough. Each group
will compose its own model that supports a domain walkthrough. The
resulting model is presented to peers for review and discussion. One of the
models is then chosen to become the model for that domain area.



Feature List: The feature list is obtained from the information gathered
within the overall model. The domain is functionally decomposed into subject
areas where each subject area contains several business activities.
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Plan by Feature: After the feature list is done, the development plan is
derived based on it.



Design by Feature: For each feature in the feature list, a design package is
developed. Then, a small group of features will be selected to be implemented
in the next two weeks.



Develop by Feature: After the design process is complete and all design
packages are available, the team implements the packages to produce a
complete client-valued function (i.e., the features that are valued by the client).
After testing and inspecting for problems, the completed feature is added to
the main build.



Milestone: In order to be able to report the current state of the project and
track the development process, FDD defines six milestones to be completed
sequentially during the project. The first three are intended for the Design-byFeature phase and the others are intended for Build-by-Feature.



Individual Code Ownership: Each piece of code is assigned to a specific
programmer. The owner of the code is the only one responsible for the
integrity, consistency, and performance of that code.



Inspection: Tests and inspections aim to detect bugs so the team can ensure
good quality of the design and code.



Configuration Management: This helps in categorizing the code and linking
it to the features specified in the features list. This serves to maintain a history
of classes and changes made to them.



Regular Builds: This ensures having an up-to-date system and helps in
detecting integration errors that were not spotted during the testing of
individual components.



Feasibility of Progress and Results: This enables managers to monitor and
control the project by frequently reporting the progress at all levels.

Table 10 shows how FDD practices correspond to traditional development phases.
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Table 10 Matching FDD practices against traditional SDLC phases

FDD Practices

Planning

Analysis

Overall Domain Model
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestones
Individual Code Ownership
Inspection
Configuration Management
Regular Builds
Feasibility of Progress and Results

covers

covers
covers

covers

Design &
Implementation

Testing

Deployment

covers
covers
covers
covers

covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers

covers

covers

covers

covers
covers

covers

covers
covers

2.3 Related Work
A number of papers have been published that address the issues of agile method
adoption. In this section we will review work related to agile adoption and highlight
several approaches proposed and embraced by researchers in this field. Finally, we
will point out and view the work that inspired our model and formed its core
methodology.
In an attempt to compare five different agile methods and investigate their suitability
to target environments, Strode [34] proposed an analytical study to define agile
methods and their characteristics and find out whether these characteristics determine
the grouping of methods, or if they are all distinct methods and their grouping is
arbitrary. The study then moves to investigate what environment is most suited for
applying agile methods, and what constitutes that environment.
For the purpose of defining agile methods and their characteristics, an analytical
framework developed by Avision and Fitzgerald [50] is adapted and applied to each
of the five agile methods we want to investigate further in this thesis. The second
research objective of investigating the target environment suitable for agile methods is
met using a qualitative design consisting of multi-case studies designed to test a
theoretical model. Nine case studies obtained from different software development
organizations were carried out. A comparison of the environment of these projects
with the target environment proposed by the theoretical model was performed.
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covers

Another study conducted by A. Sidky [29] presents an agile adoption framework as a
structured approach to guide and assist organizations on how to introduce agile
practices. To develop a framework that provides organizations with comprehensive
guidance and structured assistance for their agile adoption process, the following
activities were suggested:
-

Introduce structure in a complex and unpredictable process like that of agile
adoption.

-

Measure and assess agility independent of agile methods.

-

Accommodate project and organizational characteristics influencing agile
adoption efforts.

-

Ensure that the proposed framework guides the adoption effort in an efficient
and effective manner.

The proposed framework deals with the previous issues through its design and
structure. It has two main components: the Sidky Agile Measurement Index (SAMI),
which serves as a tool for measuring and assessing the agile potential of an
organization, provides a scale for identifying the target agile level for the project
aspiring to adopt agility, helps in organizing agile practices in a structured manner
based on the measurement index, and provides a hierarchy of measurable indicators to
determine the agility level of an organization. The second component is a 4-stage
process that uses SAMI to identify the agile practices that are most suitable for the
environment of the organization. This is different from our work as it studies the
suitability of agile practices for the environment of the organization, not for software
projects, and the aim behind it is to measure how agile a company is, not how to
select the best agile practices for a given software project.
A. Qumer and B. Henderson-Sellers introduced a framework to support the
evaluation, adoption and improvement of agile methods [30], where they present the
Agile Software Solution Framework (ASSF) that assists organizations in their
transition to agile methods and provides an overall context for the exploration of agile
methods, knowledge, and governance. It also contains an agile toolkit for quantifying
parts of the agile process.
Other studies like [10] [16] [18] [20] [22] [32] address the issue of agile adoption with
a common approach. This approach is to study the adoption of agile methods focusing
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only on methods as a whole without giving much attention to tailoring them by using
select practices. Even if method tailoring appears in these studies, it is limited only to
XP and Scrum.
Our work is based on the work of Li Jiang et al. [51] in the field of requirements
engineering. In his work, Jiang introduced a methodology for the selection of
requirement techniques called the Methodology for Requirements Engineering
Techniques Selection (MRETS). MRETS was developed to help find a set of RE
techniques that were suitable for a specific project based on the project’s attributes. It
starts by identifying RE techniques and their attributes, then score these techniques
against their attributes. After that, clustering of the techniques is applied as a
mechanism for grouping Requirement Engineering techniques according to their
characteristics. Then a set of rules are defined by using case-based reasoning to
establish an initial recommendation set. In the next step, techniques are analyzed and
a recommendation space of the suitable techniques is constructed. Finally, an
objective function is used along with final refinements of the recommendation space.
Our model takes after this methodology since they both aim to provide support for the
decision making of selecting practices based on characteristics of software
engineering projects.
Adopting Jiang's approach in this study was faced with one limitation: the absence of
nearby agile experts. While Jiang was able to score the attributes of RE techniques
according to opinions from RE experts, we couldn't acquire such support due to the
lack of agile projects and expertise in the Gulf region. We overcome this obstacle by
using literature analysis to suggest the scores of agile practices under study. This
approach was followed in [18] when classifying and comparing XP and Scrum.
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CHAPTER THREE: CLASSIFICATION OF AGILE METHODS
ATTRIBUTES
The methodologies explained in the previous section (XP, Scrum, Crystal, DSDM and
FDD) are considered to be agile methods as they satisfy the concept of agililty. They
all share the same agile philosophy, as well as some characteristics and practices. But
from an implementation point-of-view, each one of them has its own terminology,
strategies, and practices. So it is important to develop a set of attributes that cover all
aspects of these methods to help us compare and differentiate between them. Seven
attributes that can be used for this purpose were defined through a process of
analyzing the methods, reviewing research and literature [20] [24] [52] [53], and
categorizing areas of interests and abstraction of attributes. These attributes are: team
size, team organization, iteration duration, stakeholder involvement, management,
risk management, and documentation. All of them, except for team size and iteration
duration, are refined further into a number of criteria that will help make the
comparison process more specific (see Table 11). Each method is then examined
against those attributes and criteria.
The attributes and criteria chosen to assess and compare agile methods reflect those
that are used in other studies. In [20], Crabtree et al. study the characteristics of
various scientific software development projects using a model adopted by Boehm
and Turner (B & T model) [54] that targets agile methods and compares them with
other traditional approaches. This model takes into consideration several issues such
as how management interacts with costumers and developers, team size, and project
size. Management aspects are taken into consideration in [24] when comparing agile
methods to traditional software development methods, but this study focuses more on
technical characteristics in its comparison. A model of measuring agility and
adoptability of agile methods is presented in [52]. This model also takes into account
team size, physical environment in terms of team distribution, iterative style of
development, and the business culture in terms of collaboration level and other
factors. The risk management criteria were adopted from a study about risk
management activities incorporated into agile development projects [53]. In this
study, risk management fundamentals and disciplines are listed as risk identification,
risk assessment, and risk response or treatment.
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The scales used for each attribute are different according to the criteria of the
attribute. It could be a choice between low, medium, or high, a simple yes or no, or a
specific response to the criteria. The following table lists all the attributes and the
different scales for their criteria.
Table 11 The attributes of agile methods

Team
Size

Team
Organization

Iteration
Duration

Stakeholder
Involvement

Management

Risk
Management

Documentation

(Small,
Medium,
Large)

 Location:
(Distributed, Colocated)
 SelfOrganization:
(Yes, No)
 Members
cooperation:
(Low, Medium,
High)
 Communication
level: (Low
Medium, High)

(Period of
time)

 Get feedback:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Give feedback:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Stay On-Site:
(Yes, No)
 Collaboration
Level: (Low
Medium, High)
 Participation in
Development
Process: (Low
Medium, High)

 Communication
with the team:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Communication
with stakeholder:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Participation to
operations: (Low
Medium, High)

 Risk
Identification:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Risk Assessment:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Risk Treatment:
(Low Medium,
High)

 Amount of
documentation:
(Low Medium,
High)
 Specific process:
(Yes, No)
 Level of formality:
(Low Medium,
High)

As we can see from the previous table, the attributes and criteria can be used to
measure different factors of the methodologies under study. The table below
represents the proposed assessment for each method against these attributes and
criteria.
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Table 12 Classification of agile method attributes

Team
Size
XP

Scrum

Crystal

DSDM

FDD

Small

Small,
Medium

Small,
Medium,
Large

Small

Small,
Medium

3.1.

Team
Organization

Iteration
Duration

Stakeholder
Involvement

 Location: Co-located
 Self-Organization: No
 Members cooperation:
High
 Communication level:
High

One to two
weeks long.






 Location:
Distributed/Co-located
 Self-Organization: Yes
 Members cooperation:
High
 Communication level:
High

Two weeks
to one month
long.
Iterations are
called
sprints.






 Location: Co-located
 Self-Organization: Yes
 Members cooperation:
Medium
 Communication level:
High

One to three
weeks long.
There can be
more than
one iteration
in a release
due to
feasibility
issues






 Location:
Distributed/Co-located
 Self-Organization: No
 Members cooperation:
Medium
 Communication level:
Medium

Split up the
project in
portions
called
timeboxs
with a fixed
budget and a
delivery date.






 Location: Co-located
 Self-Organization: Yes
 Members cooperation:
High
 Communication level:
High

Two weeks
















Get feedback: High
Give feedback: High
Stay On-Site: Yes
Collaboration Level:
Medium
Participation in
Development
Process: Medium
Get feedback: High
Give feedback: High
Stay On-Site: Yes
Collaboration Level:
High
Participation in
Development
Process: High
Get feedback: High
Give feedback: High
Stay On-Site: No
Collaboration Level:
Low
Participation in
Development
Process: Low
Get feedback: High
Give feedback: High
Stay On-Site: No
Collaboration Level:
Medium
Participation in
Development
Process: Medium
Get feedback: Low
Give feedback: Low
Stay On-Site: No
Collaboration Level:
Low
Participation in
Development
Process: Low

Management

Risk
Management

Documentation

 Communication
with the team:
High
 Communication
with stakeholder:
High
 Participation to
operations: High
 Communication
with the team:
High
 Communication
with stakeholder:
High
 Participation to
operations:
Medium
 Communication
with the team:
High
 Communication
with stakeholder:
Medium
 Participation to
operations: Low

 Risk
Identification:
Low
 Risk
Assessment:
High
 Risk Treatment:
Medium
 Risk
Identification:
Medium
 Risk
Assessment:
Medium
 Risk Treatment:
Medium

 Amount of
documentation: Low
 Specific process: No
 Level of formality:
Low

 Risk
Identification:
Medium
 Risk
Assessment:
Medium
 Risk Treatment:
Medium

 Amount of
documentation: High
 Specific process:
Yes
 Level of formality:
High

 Communication
with the team:
Medium
 Communication
with stakeholder:
High
 Participation to
operations: High

 Risk
Identification:
High
 Risk
Assessment:
High
 Risk Treatment:
High

 Amount of
documentation: High
 Specific process:
Yes
 Level of formality:
High

 Communication
with the team:
Medium
 Communication
with stakeholder:
Low
 Participation to
operations: High

 Risk
Identification:
High
 Risk
Assessment:
Medium
 Risk Treatment:
Medium

 Amount of
documentation:
Medium
 Specific process:
Yes
 Level of formality:
High

 Amount of
documentation: Low
 Specific process: No
 Level of formality:
Low

Conclusion

This chapter has given a general introduction to current agile methods under study,
their characteristics and the differences between them in terms of terminology,
strategies and practices. A set of attributes that cover different aspects of these
methods were developed. These attributes are then used to classify the agile methods
and help us compare and differentiate between them. This classification can bring
clear view of the structure of these methods and how they are deployed within the
development environment; thus, it provides a means to compare these practices it
terms of strengths and weaknesses. However, the comparison between agile methods
and how they are applied in the industry is still a major research domain, and this
chapter serves only as a general overview of agile methods.
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The key elements for this research are the practices used in agile methods, as the
research focuses on agile adoption on practices level. Therefore, the limited
investigation of agile methods conducted in this chapter is sufficient to provide the
general overview we seek. The task of classifying and analyzing agile practices
represents a core element to this research. This task is undertaken by chapter 4 where
the model for selection of agile practices is introduced and discussed thoroughly.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE MODEL FOR SELECTION OF AGILE
PRACTICES
This chapter covers the model for selecting agile practices that was developed through
the course of this research. As mentioned earlier, the aim of this research is to find a
model that supports the selection of agile practices suitable for developing a given
software project. In order to do this, the proposed model brings together concepts
from various areas of software engineering and data mining.
This chapter is structured as follows: first, an overview of the model is presented in
Section 4.1. Components of the model are described in the following sections, where
the classification of the abilities of agile practices is conducted in Section 4.2, the
relationships between agile practices are discussed in Section 4.3, software project
characteristics are discussed in Section 4.4, and Section 4.4 describes the construction
of the rule-based system used in the model to select agile practices.
4.1 Model Overview
The model is built upon research in the field of agile methodologies reported in the
literature. This section gives an overview of the components of the model.
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XP

DSDM

Scrum

FDD

Classify abilities of agile
practices by investigating the
literature in this field

Scrum

Characteristics of
software projects

Find relationships between
practices by using clustering
and Agile SDLC

Rules for selection of agile practices
Cost Function

List of recommended Agile
Practices

Figure 5 Model Overview

A high-level illustration of the framework can be seen in Figure 5. The model consists
of four main parts: classification of abilities of agile practices, clustering of agile
practices, software project characteristics, and the rules for selecting agile practices.
Each part can be further decomposed into components which give that part its
functionality.
Agile practice abilities are classified based on detailed analysis of existing research in
the field of agile development. The practices are then clustered according to their
abilities using K-means clustering. Then, a model of agile SDLC phases is used to
categorize the practices based on their role in the development process. After that,
rules are applied to match project characteristics with abilities of practices in order to
produce a list of recommended practices.
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All these components aim to support the decision of selecting agile practices suitable
for a given project. Making the best use of each component and combining them into
the overall model is one of the major contributions of this research. The model has
been implemented in a prototype tool which is presented in Chapter 5.
4.2 Classifying Abilities of Agile Practices
In order to select agile practices for a given project, we first need to classify those
practices. This classification can be divided into two steps. The first step is to identify
the abilities that are supported by these practices, and the second is to rate each
practice against all abilities.
For this classification to be done properly, we need to provide and identify a list of
abilities. As we did before when we defined attributes of agile methods generally in
Chapter 3, we can define abilities for agile practices that help in characterizing them.
However, the abilities need to be specific and target all possible aspects of those
practices. These abilities come from different sources and studies in this field. Table
13 lists all the abilities and their origins.
Table 13 Abilities of Agile practices

Ability of practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Supports small teams
Supports medium teams
Supports large teams
Supports distributed teams
Helps with iteration planning
Supports small iterations (1-2 weeks)
Supports medium iterations (2-4 weeks)
Supports large iterations (4+ weeks)
Supports communications between
stakeholders and team members

10. Supports communications among team
members
11. Helps in software construction

12. Supports functional tests
13. Supports acceptance tests

Origin
4-DAT Framework (Team Size) [52]

4-DAT Framework (Physical Environment ) [52]
4-DAT Framework (Development Style) [52]
Agile principle: “Deliver working software frequently,
from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a
preference to the shorter timescale.”
- Agile values: “Customer collaboration over contract
negotiation.”
- Agile principle: “Business people and developers work
together daily throughout the project.”
Agile value: “Individuals and interactions over processes
and tools.”
- SWEBOK: Software Construction [55]
- Agile principle: “Working software is the primary
measure of progress.”
SWEBOK: Testing [55]

Based on these abilities, we define the project environment with three aspects: team
size, team distribution, and length of iteration. While the abilities of practices
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represent a set of abilities that we seek to provide support for by selecting the right
practices, the project environment is characterized by a set of factors that define the
environment in which the project is conducted. It is mainly derived from the abilities
we specified earlier in Table 13. Practices will also be classified against these factors
in terms of suitability, i.e., how suitable a practice is for an environmental context.
The next step is to rate the practices of agile methods against the abilities and
environmental factors that we defined. For each method, we selected six core
practices that capture the essence of each method, and mapped them accordingly. An
ordinal scale is used in order to rate the degree of support for the abilities provided by
each practice and the suitability of each practice to an environmental context. The
abilities values are set to No Support or "0", Partial Support or "0.5", and Full
Support or "1". The environmental factors are set to No Suitability or "0", Partial
suitability or "0.5" and Full suitability or "1". For example, the practice Pair
Programming provides Full Support to the ability “Software Construction”, i.e., the
value “1” is shown in the intersection between the ability and the practice in Table 15
The following sub-sections justify our admittedly subjective ranking of suitability and
support of practices for different project environments.
4.2.1

Classifying XP Practices

Tables 14 and 15 show the classification of environmental factors and abilities of XP
practices, respectively. This sub-section will start by providing the reason behind the
scores of some practices then it will view the scores of all XP practices under study,
and finally the discussion of other practices scores is presented after the tables.
The practice of pair programming is viewed by some people as having two
programmers doing the job of one [56], and this issue appears more in terms of cost
with larger teams. So, in light of this consideration we can say that pair programming
has “full suitability” for small teams while its suitability decreases to “partial
suitability” for medium teams and “no suitability” for large teams.
Regarding suitability for “distributed teams” and “iterations period,” pair
programming has no obvious disadvantage when applied. Therefore, it is given “full
suitability”.
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Table 14 Suitability of XP practices for project environment
Pair
Programming

TDD

Sit
Together

Iteration
Planning

Continuous
Integration

Code
Refactoring

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

1

1

3. Large teams

0

1

0.5

1

1

1

4. Distributed teams

1

1

0

1

1

1

5. Small iterations
(1-2 weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

6. Medium iterations
(2-4 weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

7. Large iterations
(4+ weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

Project
environment
1. Small teams
2. Medium teams

There are no obvious limitations on applying TDD, iteration planning, continuous
integration and code refactoring to the abilities under study.
Sit together is a practice that requires all the team members to be in one place along
with the customer and discuss the progress of the project [48]. In this sense, the larger
the team, the harder it gets to conduct this practice. So, it is given “partial suitability”
for medium teams and large teams.
Regarding the abilities of XP practices represented in Table 15, pair programming has
no effect on team size, team distribution, iteration length, or communication with
stakeholders; it is simply a practice where developers work on the same machine to
build and test the software in pairs [45]. This is why it is given a “no support” value to
the abilities from 1 to 9 except for ability number 4 “suitable for distributed teams”
where there is no clear disadvantage of applying Pair Programming, and it is therefore
given a score that indicates “full support” for this ability.
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Table 15 Support of XP Practices

Support for

Pair
Programming

TDD

Sit
Together

Iteration
Planning

Continuous
Integration

Code
Refactoring

1.

Small teams

0

0

1

0

0

0

2.

Medium teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.

Large teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Distributed teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.

Iteration planning

0

0

0.5

1

0

0

6.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks)

0

0

0

1

0

0

7.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.

Communications
between stakeholders
and team members

0

0

1

1

0

0

10. Communications among
team members

1

0.5

1

1

0

0

11. Software construction

1

1

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

12. Functional tests

1

1

0

0

1

1

13. Acceptance tests

0.5

0

1

0

0

0

Pair programming serves to communicate the knowledge through the team [48].
Having two developers working together on the same machine and addressing the
same issues and then having them change partners will enhance the communication
level between team members. Therefore, pair programming can be considered to give
“full support” to “communications among team members.”
The core of pair programming is to build and produce software [48]. While one
partner is typing the code, the other partner is thinking at a more strategic level in
terms of testing and reviewing of the code that is being written [45]. Hence, we can
assume that pair programming provides “full support” to “software construction” and
“functional tests.”
After each iteration, acceptance tests are done by the customer in XP [45]. So, while
developers test for functionality, customers will have to do acceptance tests to give
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their approval to the release at hand. Developers do make acceptance tests while they
program in pairs, but the final approval needs to come from the customer on this. This
is why pair programming is considered to give “partial support” to “acceptance tests”.
Test-Driven Development (TDD) is used by XP teams to provide feedback and tests
[48], so we can assume that it is not related to the issue of team size. Also, it does not
have any limitations on team distribution, so it can be considered suitable and
applicable with “full support” to “distributed teams.”
The ability of TDD to produce code with 100% test coverage by working in very
short cycles of adding a test enhances feedback by giving programmers immediate
feedback on their code [48] [45]. In this manner, it can be considered to provide
“partial support” to “communications among team members.”
TDD provides “full support” to both “software construction” and “functional tests,”
while it gives “no Support” to “acceptance tests” as the customer is not involved in
the development of the test cases.
During all the phases of XP, all project stakeholders sit together as members of the
team; this team includes a business representative (the customer), analyst, testers,
developers, a coach, and a manager [48]. In general, XP supports small team sizes
with equal or less than 10 members [57]. So, it can be said that the practice “Sit
Together” can be conducted only with small teams and hence it provides “Full
support” to “Small teams”, while it is not suitable and gives “No Support” to medium
and large teams. In addition, iteration length is not related to “Sit Together” practices,
so it was given the value “No Support”. As for “communication between stakeholders
and team members” and “among team members” themselves, the practice of “Sit
Together” is highly supported and therefore it is given a value of “Full Support”.
Also, the "Sit Together" practice contributes to the process of “Software construction”
by allowing everyone on an XP team to participate to the solution [48]; therefore it
can be considered to provide “Partial Support” to “Software construction”. Having a
customer, who is a representative of the end user, on the team will enhance the
“Acceptance tests” and provide “Full Support” for them.
Iteration planning takes the form of interaction between programmers and customers,
where programmers estimate the effort needed for implementation and customers
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decide on the scope and timing of the next release [42]. In this sense, it can be
considered to provide “Full Support” to “Iteration Planning”, “Partial Support” to
“Software construction”, but is independent of team size, team distribution, or testing
abilities.
Iteration planning is used to agree on the content of the first small release [42]. So, it
can be considered to provide “Full Support” to “Small iterations” and “No Support”
to “Medium and large iterations”.
If we take a look again at the values of agility as stated in the agile manifesto, we can
see that agile methods emphasize planning in cycles or iterations to limit the effects of
a turbulent environment [46]. The practice of iteration planning can be considered to
put great value on Individuals and interactions and Customer collaboration [46];
hence, iteration planning can give “Full Support” to “Communication between
stakeholders and team members” and “Communication among team members”.
4.2.2

Classifying Scrum Practices

Tables 16 and 17 show the classification of environmental factors of projects and
abilities of Scrum practices, respectively. This sub-section will start by providing the
reason behind the scores of some practices then it will view the scores of all Scrum
practices under study, and finally the discussion of other practices scores is presented
after the tables.
A sprint planning meeting is an 8-hour meeting divided into two stages. During the
first four hours of the meeting the entire team discuses prioritizing the "product
backlog." The next four hours the development team plans for the sprint resulting in
the "sprint backlog." A daily Scrum meeting is a 15-minute meeting held on a daily
basis at the beginning of each working day, and the sprint review meeting is a 4-hour
meeting held at the end of each sprint to review the result of that sprint. All of these
meetings are held regardless of the number of team members [58]. So, “full
suitability” can be given to those practices for all team sizes.
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Table 16 Suitability of Scrum practices for project environment

Project
Environment

Sprint
Planning
Meetings

Product
Backlog

Sprint
Backlog

Daily Scrum
Meetings

Sprint
Review

Definition
of Done
(DoD)

1.

Small teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

2.

Medium teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

3.

Large teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

4.

Distributed teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

5.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks) (Smaller than 2
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

0

6.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

7.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

0

“Product backlog” and “sprint backlog” are items produced from sprint planning
meetings [58] so the same thing applies to them regarding team size.
In Scrum, sprint (iteration) length can last approximately 30 days (medium iterations)
[42], so we can assume that the practices of Scrum work in this manner too.
Scrum is suitable for distributed teams [42] [26]; therefore all of its practices should
be also.
Regarding the abilities of Scrum practices represented in Table 17, sprint planning
meetings have no obvious support for different team sizes. A sprint planning meeting
will result in a 30-day sprint [35]. So, it can be given “Full support” to “Medium
iterations” and “No support” to "Small iterations" and "Large iterations".
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Table 17 Support of SCRUM Practices

Support For

Sprint
Planning
Meetings

Product
Backlog

Sprint
Backlog

Daily Scrum
Meetings

Sprint
Review

Definition
of Done
(DoD)

1.

Small teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Medium teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.

Large teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Distributed teams

1

0

0

0

0

1

5.

Iteration planning

1

0.5

1

0

0.5

0.5

6.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

0

7.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

1

0

0.5

0

0

0

8.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.

Communications
between stakeholders
and team members

1

0

0

1

1

0

10. Communications among
team members

1

0

0

1

1

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0.5

12. Functional tests

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

13. Acceptance tests

0

0.5

0.5

0

0.5

0.5

11. Software construction

A sprint planning meeting is divided into two phases. All the team members along
with the product owner decide upon the goal and functionality of the next sprint
during the first phase [42]. So, a sprint planning meeting is considered to provide
“Full support” to “Communication between stakeholders and team members” and
“Communication among team members”.
During the second phase, the Scrum Master and the team discuss how the product
increment will be implemented in the next sprint [42], so it is possible to assume that
a sprint planning meeting provides “Partial support” to “Software construction”.
No testing is involved in the process of a sprint planning meeting, so “No support”
can be given to “Functional tests” and “Acceptance tests”.
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A “product backlog” is a prioritized list of project requirements [35]. It has “No
support” for different team sizes or team distributions.
During a Sprint planning meeting, the decision is made on which items will be taken
from the product backlog and put in the sprint backlog [35]. Therefore, product
backlog can be considered to provide “Partial support” for “Iteration planning”.
A product backlog defines the work to be done in the project [42]. So, it is given
“Partial support” to “Software construction” and "Acceptance tests".
4.2.3

Classifying DSDM Practices

Tables 18 and 19 show the classification of environmental factors and abilities of
DSDM practices, respectively. This sub-section will start by providing the reason
behind the scores of some practices then it will view the scores of all DSDM practices
under study, and finally the discussion of other practices scores is presented after the
tables.
A “feasibility study” is an assessment of whether DSDM is the right approach for the
project. It contains a definition of the problem to be addressed together with
assessments of the likely costs and technical feasibility of delivering a computer
system to solve the business problem [27]. It can be considered to have “Full
suitability” to all the factors in the project environment.
Table 18 Suitability of DSDM practices for project environment

Project
Environment

Feasibility
Study

Prioritized
Requirement
List

Timeboxing

Test as You
Go

Workshop

Prototyping

1.

Small teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

2.

Medium teams

1

1

1

1

0

1

3.

Large teams

1

1

1

1

0

1

4.

Distributed teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

5.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks) (Smaller than 2
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

6.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

7.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1
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A “prioritized requirements list” makes sure that the most important features will be
developed before less essential features. The prioritization is led by business needs
but also takes into account technical constraints [27]. In this sense, a prioritized
requirements list can be considered to be suitable for all the factors listed in the
previous table.
“Timeboxing” is a process by which defined objectives are reached at a predetermined and immovable date through continuous prioritization and flexing of
requirements [27]. That means that instead of fixing the amount of functionality in a
product and then adjusting time and resources to reach that functionality, it is
preferred to fix time and resources and then adjust the amount of functionality
accordingly. So, it can be considered to have “Full suitability” to various team sizes
and team distributions.
Instead of fixing the amount of functionality in a product and then adjusting time and
resources to reach that functionality, it is preferred to fix time and resources (into a
timebox), and then adjust the amount of functionality accordingly [40]. Timeboxing
has no limits on iteration length; therefore, it can be considered suitable for all small,
medium and large iterations.
In DSDM, testing must be performed on all products at all stages of the DSDM
development process [27]. This can be fully applied and considered suitable to all the
factors under study.
A “workshop” is a team-based meeting that creates products and makes decisions
about project-related issues [27]. Since DSDM applies only to small teams [4], it can
be assumed that the team involved in the workshop is a small team.
Regarding the abilities of DSDM practices represented in Table 19, a “prioritized
requirements list” helps divide the requirements between iterations, so it provides
"Full Support" to Iteration Planning. It is also used to set priorities for implementing
software components; therefore, we can say it gives "Partial support" to software
construction [27].
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Table 19 Support of DSDM Practices

Ability of practice

Feasibility
Study

Prioritized
Requirement
List

Timeboxing

Test as You
Go

Workshop

Prototyping

1.

Supports small teams

0

0

0

0

1

0

2.

Supports medium teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.

Supports Large teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Supports distributed
teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

5.

Helps with iteration
planning

0

1

1

0

0.5

0

6.

Supports small
iterations (1-2 weeks)

0

0.5

1

0

0

0

7.

Supports medium
iterations (2-4 weeks)

0

0.5

1

0

0

0

8.

Supports large iterations
(4+ weeks)

0

0.5

1

0

0

0

9.

Supports
communication between
stakeholders and team
members

0.5

0

0

0

1

0

10. Supports
communication among
team members

0

0

0

0

1

0

11. Software construction

0.5

0.5

1

1

0.5

1

12. Supports functional
tests

0

0

0

1

0

1

13. Supports acceptance
tests

0

0.5

0

1

0.5

1

Instead of fixing the amount of functionality in a product and then adjusting time and
resources to reach that functionality, Timeboxing fixes time and resources and then
adjusts the amount of functionality accordingly [53]. So, Timeboxing provides "Full
support" to iteration planning and all three different lengths of iterations. In addition,
Timeboxing deploys a prioritized requirements list in order to organize the
construction of software throughout the boxes, so it is safe to say that Timeboxing
provides "Full support" for software construction.
Workshops put the team members and other stakeholders in the same room to discuss
different aspects of the project [40]. This can lead us to conclude that workshops
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provide "Full support" to small teams, communication between the team and
stakeholders, and communication among team members.
4.2.4

Classifying FDD Practices

Tables 20 and 21 show the classification of environmental factors and abilities of
FDD practices, respectively. This sub-section will start by providing the reason
behind the scores of some practices then it will view the scores of all FDD practices
under study, and finally the discussion of other practices scores is presented after the
tables.
A feature list is an overall model of the system under development. This overall
model will be divided further into several domain areas. The feature list represents
each of the client-valued functions. The construction of the feature list and its
components of feature sets is done by domain experts and reviewed finally by users
and sponsors [42]. In light of the previous definition, feature lists can be considered
applicable and suitable for all the cases specified in Table 5.
Table 20 Suitability of FDD practices for project environment

Project
Environment

Feature List

Plan by
Feature

Design
by
Feature

Develop by
Feature

Milestone

Configuration
Management

8.

Small teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

9.

Medium teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

10. Large teams

1

1

1

1

1

1

11. Distributed teams

1

0

0

0

1

1

12. Small iterations (1-2
weeks) (Smaller than 2
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

13. Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

1

14. Large iterations (4+
weeks)

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

There is no limit on the team size with FDD [42]. Therefore, “plan by feature,”
“design by feature,” and “develop by feature” are considered to be suitable for all
team sizes.
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FDD does not specify the technology environment in which the development process
will take place (distributed or co-located teams) [4]. So, it can be assumed that plan
by feature, design by feature and develop by feature have “No suitability” for
“Distributed teams”. Also, FDD works with iterations up to three weeks, so these
practices will have “Full suitability” to work with small and medium iterations, while
they might be assumed to provide “Partial suitability” for large iterations.
For each feature set, major milestones are determined and scheduled [42]. This makes
milestones, such as the situation with the feature list, suitable for all the cases except
for "Large iterations" where it has “Partial suitability” because these milestones are
used to organize iterations and FDD doesn't work well with "Large iterations".
Configuration management states that any artifact that is used and maintained during
the development of the system is a candidate for version control. Even the contract
with clients of the system that documents the legal agreement for what is being built
is a candidate for versioning. In this sense, we may say that configuration
management is suitable for all the cases under study.
Regarding the abilities of FDD practices represented in Table 21, as defined earlier, a
feature list cannot be related to team size or team distribution, so it is given “No
support” to different team sizes and distributed teams. It also does not have any effect
on communication between customer and team members and among team members
themselves.
Also as mentioned earlier, a feature list is divided into several feature sets which will
be prioritized, sequenced, and assigned to developers within different iterations [42].
So, we can consider feature lists to provide “Partial support” to “Iteration planning”
and “Software construction”.
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Table 21 Support of FDD practices

Support for

Feature List

Plan by
Feature

Design
by
Feature

Develop by
Feature

Milestone

Configuration
Management

1.

Small teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Medium teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.

Large teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Distributed teams

0

0

0

0

1

0

5.

Iteration planning

0.5

1

0

0

0.5

0

6.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks)

1

1

0

0

0

0

7.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

1

1

0

0

0

0

8.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

9.

Communications
between stakeholders
and team members

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

10. Communications
among team members

0

0.5

0

0

0

0

11. Software construction

0.5

0.5

1

1

0.5

0.5

12. Functional tests

0

0

0

1

0.5

1

13. Acceptance tests

0.5

0

0

0

0.5

0

Ideally, each feature in the feature list should have one or more test cases that
demonstrate that the feature functions as desired in both normal and unexpected
circumstances [43]. In light of this, we can consider feature lists to provide “Partial
support” for “Acceptance tests”.
“plan by feature” is an initial project-wide activity to produce the development plan
[43]. It provides “Full support” to “Iteration planning” and also to small and medium
iterations. On the other hand, it provides “Partial support” to “Large iterations” since
FDD works in iterations up to three weeks.
There is no high level of communication involved within the plan by feature practice,
but some kind of communication among team members and also with customers
should be present for this practice to achieve the plan for the project [42]. This is why
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we can consider “Partial support” for “Communication between stakeholders and
team members” and “Communication among team members”. This practice it is
considered to be the initial step in the development process, where feature sets are
assigned to chief programmers [43]. So, we can assume that it provides “Partial
support” to “Software construction”.
Design by feature is an activity for producing design packages for features [43]. In
light of this definition, there is no actual support except for “Software construction”,
where this practice provides “Full support”.
“Develop by feature” is an iterative process that include design inspection, coding,
unit testing, integration, and code testing [42]. So, it can be considered to provide
“Full support” for “Software construction” and “Functional tests”, while it lends “No
support” to other abilities.
4.2.5

Classifying Crystal Practices

Tables 22 and 23 show the classification of environmental factors and abilities of
Crystal practices, respectively. This sub-section will start by providing the reason
behind the scores of some practices then it will view the scores of all Crystal practices
under study, and finally the discussion of other practices scores is presented after the
tables.
Both “reflective improvement” and “close communication” depend on having the
team located in one place with open spaces in order to facilitate communication
among all team members [37]. This is hard to conduct with medium, large, or
distributed teams, so reflective improvement and close communication have "No
suitability" for medium, large, or distributed teams.
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Table 22 Suitability of Crystal practices for project environment

Project
Environment

Frequent
Delivery

Reflective
Improvement

Close
Communication

Focus

Automated
Tests

1.

Small teams

1

1

1

1

1

2.

Medium teams

1

0

0

1

1

3.

Large teams

1

0

0

1

1

4.

Distributed teams

1

0

0

1

1

5.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks) (Smaller than 2
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

6.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

7.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

1

1

1

1

1

Regarding the abilities of Crystal practices represented in Table 23, “Frequent
delivery” ensures regular release of iterations. Doing this will enable stakeholders to
examine the features they are asking for early in the project and also allow developers
to conduct tests on the finished parts of the project [37]. This is why frequent delivery
can be said to provide "Full support" to software construction and functional and
acceptance tests.
“Reflective improvement” is a meeting where developers take a break from their
regular work and try to find out whether the current process is working or not and
how to improve it [37]. Since this meeting must include all developers, it is easier to
be conducted with small teams. Hence reflective improvement provides "Full
support" to small teams but "No support" to medium and large teams. The same thing
applies to “close communication” in terms of team size. Both practices provide "Full
support" to communication among team members. In addition, reflective
improvements meetings are held every two to three weeks, so it provides "Partial
support" to medium iterations.
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Table 23 Support of Crystal Practices

Support for

Frequent
Delivery

Reflective
Improvement

Close
Communication

Focus

Automated
Tests

1.

Small teams

0

1

1

0

0

2.

Medium teams

0

0

0

0

0

3.

Large teams

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Distributed teams

5.

Iteration planning

0

0

0

0

0

6.

Small iterations (1-2
weeks)

0

1

0

0

0

7.

Medium iterations (2-4
weeks)

0

0.5

0

0

0

8.

Large iterations (4+
weeks)

0

0

0

0

0

9.

Communications
between stakeholders
and team members

0

0

0

0

0

10. Communications among
team members

0

1

1

0

0

11. Software construction

1

1

0.5

1

1

12. Functional tests

1

1

0

0.5

1

13. Acceptance tests

1

0.5

0

0

0

4.3 Relations Between Agile Practices
In our research, we have found that different practices have different advantages, and
there are different types of relations between them. Some practices are similar to each
other (comparable practices), while others are complementary to each other.
Comparable practices are similar practices in terms of their support to certain abilities.
In other words, if two practices are comparable, their major functions have to be very
similar. The use of two comparable practices together should be debated and the
decision should be made based on the degree of similarity between these two
practices. Complementary practices are practices that provide different support to
certain abilities. So, if two practices are complementary, they have different
functionality and provide different outcomes.
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A clustering technique is used to help determine the earlier defined relationships
between practices by abstracting the underlying structure and allowing objects with
similar values to be organized into groups. In our research we used a simple clustering
technique called the K-means, where we consider each practice to be a point with the
values of abilities classification as its coordinates. According to the number of
abilities each practice is classified against, each practice represents a point in 13th
dimensional space. The K-means method aims to minimize the sum of squared
distances between all points and the cluster center. This procedure consists of the
following steps, as described by Tou and Gonzalez [59]:
1) Choose K initial cluster centers z1(1), z2(1), ..., zK(1)
2) At the k-th iterative step, distribute the samples {x} among the K clusters
using the relation:

for all i = 1, 2, …, K; i ≠ j; where Cj(k( denotes the set of samples whose
cluster center is Zj(k).
3) Compute the new cluster centers Zj(k+1), j = 1, 2, …, K such that the sum of
the squared distances from all points in Cj(k) to the new cluster center is
minimized. The measure which minimizes this is simply the sample mean of
Cj(k). Therefore, the new cluster center is given by:

where Nj is the number of samples in Cj(k).
4) If Zj(k+1) = Zj(k) for j = 1, 2, …, K then the algorithm has converged and the
procedure is terminated. Otherwise go to Step 2.
In the light of this description we know that the final clustering will depend on the
initial cluster centers chosen and on the value of K. The issue of finding the numbers
of clusters K is of most importance since it requires some prior knowledge of the
number of clusters present in the data, which is highly unlikely. This makes finding
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the best K number of clusters not always an obvious decision. The next sub sections
will address the issue of determining the number of clusters for our practices.

4.3.1

Determining the K Value

There are many existing measures for determining cluster validity, all of which have a
common goal of finding the clustering which results in well-separated compact
clusters. Two indicators are used in this research to validate the clusters resulting from
applying K-means in order to determine the best K.
4.3.1.1 Error Rate Measure
One approach is to use the error rate produced by the K-means algorithm to decide on
the best K. Good results can be obtained by taking a low error rate, but this measure
cannot stand alone because increasing K will always reduce the amount of error in the
resulting clusters to the extreme case of zero error if each data point is considered its
own cluster (when K equals the number of data points n). That’s why we need to
introduce other measurements.
4.3.1.2 The Davies Bouldin Index
The Davies–Bouldin index is an internal evaluation method where a clustering result
is evaluated based on the data that was clustered itself. The calculation of the DaviesBouldin Index is done as follows:
Let Ci be a cluster of data points, and Xj be a data point in the cluster Ci.

Ai is the centroid of Ci and Ti is the size of it. Si is a measure of scatter within the
cluster, and this formula represents the Euclidian distance function between the
centroid of the cluster and the data points in it.

Mi,j is the measure of separation between Ci and Cj.
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Ideally, Mi,j should be as large as possible, and Si should be as low as possible. So, we
define Ri,j to be a measure of how good the clustering schema is by taking the ratio of
Si and Mi,j.

According to the previous definition of the Davies-Bouldin Index as a function of the
ratio of the within cluster scatter to the between cluster separation, a lower value will
mean that the clustering is better.
The next example shows the outcome of the DB-Index used on two different data sets.
This example will allow us to examine the behavior of the DB-Index and how it is
used as an indicator for clusters number. The two data sets are shown in Figures 6 and
7, and the DBI values are plotted in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The DBI values
range from 13 to 17 clusters for 100 runs and the minimum, average, and max values
are noted.

Figure 6 First data set
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Figure 7 Second data set

Figure 8 DBI values for the first data set
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Figure 9 DBI values for the second data set

In Figure 8 we can see that the DBI values indicate the number 15 to be a suitable
number for clusters, while in Figure 9 the decision is not as clear as the DBI values
are almost equal for 14 and 15 clusters. As we can see from the previous example, the
Davies-Bouldin Index values have no rhythmic distribution over the graph plotted for
clusters number, and the decision for cluster number can be made based on the value
itself, not its behavior over a number of clusters.
4.3.1.3 Demo Data sets
Two data sets are created, the first one with three distinct clusters and the second with
five, as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The purpose of these data sets is to check the
behavior of the error rate and DB-Index when applied to clear-cut scenarios.
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Figure 10 Three clusters data set

Figure 11 Five clusters data set

The DBI values and error rates for the test data sets are presented next in Figures 12
and 13, respectively. The graphs are drawn for 30 clusters and 50 clusters as the
number of data points in each data set.
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Figure 12 DBI and error rate for three clusters data set

Figure 13 DBI and error rate for five clusters data set

As we notice in both cases, the error rate takes a clear curve around the expected
number of clusters. The value of the error rate in the first case is 0.1238 with 3
clusters and decreases in very little steps after that until it reaches 0.1082 with 30
clusters. In the second case, the error rate value at five clusters is 0.1762 and then it
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decreases to 0.0903 at 47 clusters to slightly increase again to 0.1199 at 50 clusters.
As for the DBI values, we can see several low values but the lowest one appears at the
expected number of clusters in both cases.
Another example to illustrate how the DB-Index and error rate operate is taken on the
famous "Iris" dataset. The data set consists of 50 samples from each of three species
of iris flowers (Iris setosa, Iris virginica and Iris versicolor). The results are shown in
Figure 14.

Figure 14 DBI and error rate for Iris data set

As we can see, the DBI values are not conclusive because we have too many zeros as
values to this index for different numbers of clusters. Thus, this index cannot be taken
as an indicator for cluster number in this case.
As for the error rate, it’s noticeable that the error rate starts to make a curve around 2
to 5 clusters and then stabilize in a linear way until the last few points where it starts
to increase again. So, a suggested value for the cluster number would be between 2
and 5 according to this indicator, and that makes sense, because we have three main
classes and the data is expected to be clustered into three groups.
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4.3.1.4 Analyzing Clusters of Agile Practices
The DBI values and error rate for agile practices data is shown next in Figure 15. In
order to make sure the results are stable, the test is performed 6 times and the results
are listed below.
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Num of Clusters

Num of Clusters

Num of Clusters

Figure 15 DBI and error rate for agile practices data set
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Num of Clusters

Num of Clusters

Num of Clusters

Figure 16 DBI and error rate for agile practices data set (cont.)
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All the 6 graphs show that 4 and 5 clusters produce the lowest DBI value. As for the
error rate graphs, we can notice an infliction in the curve around the 4th and 5th points
in all the 6 test cases.
If we need to make a decision based on these two factors, we can say that 4 or 5
clusters might be a suitable choice for the number of clusters.
4.3.1.5 The Clustergram Test
A clustergram is a tree that shows the movement of cluster data points during the
continuous change of groups containing these data points. So, a clustergram makes it
possible to monitor the changes in clusters as the number of clusters increases, and it
can serve as an exploratory analysis tool for non-hierarchical clustering algorithms
like K-means.
The clustergram method is run on the agile practices data 6 times and the results are
shown in Figure 16 below.

Num of Clusters

Figure 17 Clustergram for agile practices data set
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Num of Clusters

Num of Clusters

Figure 18 Clustergram for agile practices data set (cont.)
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Num of Clusters

Num of Clusters

Figure 19 Clustergram for agile practices data set (cont.)
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Num of Clusters

Figure 20 Clustergram for agile practices data set (cont.)

At first, we start with two clusters, and as we can see they are located separately from
each other. The lower cluster tends to form a strong cluster and stays as it is (until we
reach 8 clusters for one test, 7 clusters for one test, 5 clusters for three tests, and 4
clusters for one test). Two data points will always leave this cluster at some level, and
a slightly different cluster will be formed based on these changes.
The second split for the upper cluster can be considered to be strong since it splits the
cluster into two different clusters with about half the points in each of them. Another
similar split is made at 4 clusters. After this level, it seems that the clusters are not
stable and various outcomes are given with each test.
The clustergram test suggests 4 clusters to be a good number for natural groups of
data.
4.3.2

Sensitivity Analysis

In this analysis we are going to test the stability of the clusters at two levels. First, we
remove a practice and observe the changes that will happen to clusters formation. The
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decision of which practice to rule out is based on the location of the practice. Practices
that are very close to the centroid are more likely to affect the formation of the cluster.
We also check for practices that are located approximately within equal distance to
more than one cluster. Experimenting on the data by running the clustering algorithm
for different numbers of clusters allow us to find and determine the practices with
strong and weak memberships. The second approach is to alter the values of practices
randomly. The change is made by either increasing or decreasing values by 0.5. This
change represents one step in the scale we choose to score the practices.
This analysis will show how tolerable the data is against certain changes, and how
cohesive the clusters are. The original clusters are presented in Tables 24 and 25

Table 24 Practices distributed in four clusters

-

Cluster1
Feature List
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized
Requirement List
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Continuous
Integration

-

Cluster2
Sit Together
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement

-

Cluster3
Pair Programming
TDD
Develop by feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Code Refactoring
Automated Tests

-

Cluster4
DoD
Milestone
Configuration
Management

Table 25 Practices distributed in five clusters

Cluster1
- Pair Programming
- TDD
- Continuous
Integration
- Develop by
Feature
- Code
Refactoring
- Test as you go
- Automated Tests

-

Cluster2
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Prioritized
Requirement
List.

Cluster3
- Sit Together
- Iteration Planning
- Sprint Planning
Meeting
- Daily Scrum
Meeting
- Sprint Review
- Close
Communication.
- Workshop
- Reflective
Improvement
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Cluster4
- DoD
- Design by Feature
- Configuration
Management
- Milestone
- Feasibility Study
- Focus

-

Cluster5
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Prototyping
Frequent
Delivery

4.3.2.1 Remove Practice (Continuous Integration)
This practice is chosen due to its location between two clusters, as we can see it
changing clusters between Tables 24 and 25.
Removing this practice will help in determining the effect it has on these two clusters.
Table 26 Four clusters formation after removing (continuous integration)

-

Cluster1
Feature List
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized
Requirement List
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

-

Cluster2
Sit Together
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement

-

Cluster3
Pair Programming
TDD
Develop by Feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Code Refactoring
Automated Tests

Cluster4
DoD
Milestone
Configuration
Management

-

Table 27 Five clusters formation after removing (continuous integration)

Cluster1
Pair Programming
TDD
Code Refactoring
Focus
Product Backlog
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Configuration
Management
- Feasibility Study
- Test as you go
- Automated Tests
-

-

Cluster2
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Milestone
Prioritized
Requirement List

Cluster3
- Sit Together
- Iteration Planning
- Sprint Planning
Meeting
- Daily Scrum
Meeting
- Sprint Review
- Workshop
- Close
Communication
- Reflective
Improvements

-

Cluster4
DoD

-

Cluster5
Plan by Feature
Milestone
Timeboxing
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

As we can see, 4-cluster formations suffered no change from removing this practice,
while in 5-cluster formations we can see that Cluster 4 lost all its practices except for
one, as seen in Table 27, where they migrated to other clusters.
4.3.2.2 Remove Practice (Milestone)
This practice is a strong member in Cluster 1 in the 4-cluster formation. Removing it
will enable us to study how coherent this cluster is.
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Table 28 Four cluster formation after removing (milestone)

-

Cluster1
Feature List
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized
Requirement List
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Continuous
Integration

-

Cluster2
Sit Together
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement

-

Cluster3
Pair Programming
TDD
Develop by feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Code Refactoring
Automated Tests

Cluster4
DoD
Configuration
Management

-

Table 29 Five clusters formation after removing (Milestone)

Cluster1
- Pair Programming
- TDD
- Continuous
Integration
- Develop by Feature
- Configuration
Management
- Test as you go
- Automated Tests

-

Cluster2
Sprint Backlog
Feature List.
Plan by Feature.
Prioritized
Requirement List.

Cluster3
- Sit Together
- Iteration Planning
- Sprint Planning
Meeting
- Daily Scrum
Meeting
- Sprint Review
- Workshop
- Close
Communication
- Reflective
Improvements

-

Cluster4
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study
Focus

-

Cluster5
Timeboxing
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

As seen in Table 28, there is no change in cluster formation due to the absence of this
practice. In Table 29 we can see that Cluster 5 lost the practice “Plan by Feature” to
Cluster 2.
4.3.2.3 Remove Practice (Product Backlog)
This practice is a strong member of Cluster 4 in Table 24 and of Cluster 4 in Table 25
Removing it will allow us to examine how fragile these two clusters are.
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Table 30 Four clusters formation after removing (product backlog)

-

Cluster1
Feature List
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized
Requirement List
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Continuous
Integration

-

Cluster2
Sit Together
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement

-

Cluster3
Pair Programming
TDD
Develop by feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Code Refactoring
Automated Tests

Cluster4
DoD
Milestone
Configuration
Management

-

Table 31 Five cluster formation after removing (product backlog)

Cluster1
- Pair Programming
- TDD
- Continuous
Integration
- Code Refactoring
- Design by Feature
- Develop by Feature
- Configuration
Management
- Feasibility Study
- Test as you go
- Focus
- Automated Tests

-

Cluster2
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Milestone
Prioritized
Requirement List

Cluster3
- Sit Together
- Iteration Planning
- Sprint Planning
Meeting
- Daily Scrum
Meeting
- Sprint Review
- Workshop
- Close
Communication
- Reflective
Improvements

-

Cluster4
DoD

-

Cluster5
Timeboxing
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

There is no change to the formation of clusters in Table 24 as seen in Table 30, but in
Table 31 we can notice that Cluster 4 has lost all of its practices except for one as the
practices migrated to Cluster 1. It’s also notable that the practice "Plan by Feature"
was in Cluster 1 and moved to Cluster 2.
4.3.2.4 Changing Values Randomly
In this test we will change the values of data points that represent the practices
randomly as follows:
-

Change one value from 0 to 0.5

-

Change one value from 1 to 0.5

-

Change one value from 0.5 to 0

-

Change one value from 0.5 to 1

The uncertaint nature of the data can affect the clustering result. The value assigned to
a specific practice can be debated based on the way the practice is defined,
understood, and applied. Therefore, minor changes in these values can take place and
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affect the result of the clustering algorithm. This test will enable us to check the
impact of these changes on the clustering result if they take place in real life
applications of this methodology.
The clusters resulting after applying these changes are shown in Tables 32 and 33.
Table 32 Four-cluster formation after modifying the values of practices

-

Cluster1
Feature List
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized
Requirement List
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Continuous
Integration

-

Cluster2
Sit Together
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement

-

Cluster3
Pair Programming
TDD
Develop by feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Code Refactoring
Automated Tests

-

Cluster4
DoD
Milestone
Configuration
Management

Table 33 Five-cluster formation after modifying the values of practices

-

Cluster1
Sit Together
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement

-

Cluster2
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
DoD
Design by Feature
Feasibility Study

-

Cluster3
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Milestone
Prioritized
Requirement List

Cluster4
- Timeboxing
- Prototyping
- Frequent Delivery

-

Cluster5
Pair Programming
TDD
Continuous
Integration
Develop by
Feature
Configuration
Management
Test as you go
Focus
Automated Tests

4.3.2.5 Discussion of the Results
As we can see, the formation of 4 clusters is strong and cohesive as it shows no
change responding to the removal of practices one at a time from each cluster, except
for the absence of the practice being removed. On the other hand, the 5-cluster
formation is not stable as practices move from one cluster to another when we remove
one practice. This can indicate a higher intra-cluster correlation in the case of 5
clusters.
The 4-cluster formation shows perfect stability against this test. However, the 5cluster formation is not stable at all. In particular, Cluster 4 in Table 24 tends to lose
its practices to other clusters.
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Testing the effect of minor changes in values also showed that the structure of 4
clusters is immune to minor changes in the values of data as the clusters in Table 32
are the same as the clusters in Table 24 , while Table 33 shows some changes from

Table 25 25 where we can notice some practices changing their clusters and migrating

to other clusters as we change the values.
4.3.3

Comparable and Complementary Practices

The clustering result shows that practices group together based on their characteristics
and the support they provide to certain abilities. Some practices complement each
other as they cover different aspects of the development process of software projects,
and the shortcomings of one practice can be compensated by the features of another
one. Some practices can be comparable to each other as they provide similar support
to certain abilities. Ideally, we should be able to determine the relation between
practices based on how they group together into clusters, where we should consider
practices belonging to the same cluster to be comparable and practices from different
clusters to be complementary. However, limitations of clustering techniques can
affect the accuracy of the decision regarding the relation between two practices. Such
limitation can appear at the boundaries of clusters. For example, two practices might
belong to the same cluster but are still considerably far from each other as they are
located in opposite extreme edges of that cluster. In such cases, it is difficult to
consider the two practices to be comparable even though they belong to the same
cluster. In response to these limitations, we used the Euclidian distance measurement
as an additional factor to determine the type of relation between practices in the same
cluster. We consider two practices to be comparable if they belong to the same cluster
and the distance between them is less than (ε), where (ε) is a project-dependent value
that reflects the number of differences between two practices. In this research we take
(ε = 1.8) which represents three differences in value between two practices.
Figure 17 shows the steps by which we can decide if two practices are comparable or
complementary.
The distances between all agile practices under study are available in Appendix A.
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Figure 21 Method to determine comparable and complementary practices

4.3.4

Agile System Development Life Cycle

Further categorization of agile practices can lead to more conclusive decision-making
when it comes to the selection of practices. Knowing the role of agile practices in the
development process will help us determine whether the selected practices cover all
phases of the development life cycle. Therefore, a model of agile system development
life cycle (Agile SDLC) will serve as a template by which agile practices can be
organized and categorized.
In this research, we adopted a model proposed by Scott Ambler [60]. Figures 18 and
19 show a diagram of this Agile SDLC model.
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Figure 22 Agile SDLC [60]
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Start work on release N+1

Iteration -1
Select the
project

Construction
Deliver a
working
system

Iteration 0
Initiate the
Project

Figure 23 Agile SDLC (High-Level)

Release
(End Game)
Deploy
release N

Production
Operate and
support
release N

Retirement
Remove the
system from
production

[60].

Based on the previous model of Agile SDLC we can categorize the practices based on
the role they play in this model as shown in Table 34. Further categorization of
practices in the construction phase can apply based on the processes of the
construction phase. Practices then can be chosen in a way that fulfills the project
characteristics and the tasks needed to be carried out for each phase of the Agile
SDLC.
Table 34 Practice categorization based on Agile SDLC phases

Iteration -1

Iteration 0 (Warm
Up)

- Sit Together (XP)
- Feasibility Study
(DSDM).

- Sit Together (XP)
- Design by Feature (FDD)
- Product Backlog
(SCRUM)
- Sprint Backlog (SCRUM)
- Feature List (FDD)
- Prioritized Requirement
List (DSDM)

Construction
Iterations


















Modeling:
Sit Together (XP)
Workshop (DSDM)
Plan:
Iteration Planning (XP).
Sprint Planning
Meeting (SCRUM)
Plan by Feature (FDD)
Timeboxing (DSDM)
Implement:
Pair Programming (XP)
TDD (XP)
Develop by Feature
(FDD)
Testing & Review:
Test As You Go
(DSDM)
Code Refactoring (XP)
Daily Scrum (SCRUM)
Sprint Review
(SCRUM)
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Release (End
Game)

Production

- DoD (SCRUM)
- Milestone (FDD)
- Configuration
Management
(FDD)

- Continuous
Integration (XP)
- Prototyping
(DSDM)

Other approaches of Agile SDLC models can be found in the literature [61] [62].
What makes Ambler's model preferable is that it provides detailed specifications on
the phases and the tasks carried out in each phase, which will make the distribution of
agile practices over the SDLC phases straightforward and easy.
4.3.5

The Cost Function

A cost function is developed in order to provide the development team with feasible
information about the selected practices. It will also help when choosing between two
similar practices to be included in the final set of selected practices.
Three factors were considered in order to determine the cost of agile practices. The
first one addresses how difficult it is to learn the practice. The measurements of this
factor were derived from a survey on agile practice adoption in 2009 by Scott Ambler
[63]. One of the questions aimed to determine which practices are considered to be
difficult to learn. The answers to this question showed the percentage of respondents
who marked the practice as difficult. We can divide the answers into a scale of 5,
where 5 stands for “very hard” to learn and 1 stands for “very easy.”
The second factor measures how difficult it is to adopt the practices. An agile
adoption survey by Zuzana Sochova in 2009 [64] included similar jobs for agile
practices, and we will use her findings in this cost factor.
The third factor focuses on the tools used with agile practices. In 2006, Trail Ridge
Consulting did a survey on agile tooling [65]. In this survey, six different categories
of tools were used: manual, office, wiki, internal, agile tool and traditional. These
categories are defined as follows:
-

Manual: physical cards, task boards, charts, etc.

-

Office: Microsoft Office or equivalent

-

Wiki: an internal wiki

-

Internal: an internally-developed custom tool

-

Agile Tool: a publicly known agile tool including ExtremePlanner, Rally,
ScrumVSTS, ScrumWorks, Target Process, VersionOne or XPlanner

-

Traditional: a tool used in non-agile processes such as requirements
management, item workflow tracking, project management, etc.
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Based on their definition we can derive the following scale: agile tool (5), Office (4),
traditional (3), internal (2), manual (1), wiki (0)
The evaluation of these factors can be found in Table 35.
Table 35 Practices cost factors

Agile Practices

Learning
Difficulty
level

Adoption
Difficulty
Level

Uses Tools

Pair Programming
TDD
Sit Together
Iteration Planning
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Sprint Planning Meeting
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum Meeting
Sprint Review
Definition of Done (DoD)
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Prioritized Requirement
List
Timeboxing
Test as you go
Workshop
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Focus
Automated tests

5
5
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
3
1
2

4
5
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
3
3
1
3
1
2
1
3

No
Yes (traditional tools)
No
Yes (Agile tools)
Yes (office tools)
Yes (traditional tools)
Yes (Agile tools)
Yes (office tools)
Yes (office tools)
No
No
Yes (office tools)
Yes (office tools)
Yes (Agile tools)
No
No
Yes (office tools)
Yes (office tools)
No
Yes (office tools)

3
3
4
4
4
4
3
1
3

3
2
1
2
2
3
1
1
3

Yes (Agile tools)
Yes (traditional tools)
No
Yes (office tools)
Yes (office tools)
Yes (internal tools)
No
No
Yes (internal tools)

The cost function can be calculated by adding the three factors together to deliver an
estimation of the cost of each practice.
Cost = (1 - KL) x Learning Difficulty Level + Adoption Difficulty Level + TA1 x
Tool1 Cost + ……+ TAn x Tooln Cost
KL: Knowledge Level.
TA: Tool Availability.
n: number of practices.
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The knowledge level of a practice can be determined by answering the following
question:
Which of these sentences is true for the practice under investigation?
- The practice is well known and has been applied successfully several times.
(100% knowledge of the practice)
- The practice is well known but has never been applied before or was applied
with few difficulties. (75% knowledge of the practice)
- The practice concept is fuzzy and has never been applied before or was
applied with major difficulties. ( 50% knowledge of the practice)
- The practice is extremely fuzzy and has never been applied before. (25%
knowledge of the practice)
- The practice has never been heard of. (0% knowledge of the practice)
Tool availability (TA) can take two values, either (1) if the tool is not available, or (0)
if the tool is available for the team.
4.3.6

Identifying Characteristics of Software Projects

The main goal of this study is to develop a model for selecting the best agile practices
for a certain project. The complexity of software projects stands in the way of finding
suitable agile practices for them. So, we need to break this complexity down into
simple and straightforward properties that will enable us to specify projects in a more
explicit manner. Eight characteristics were defined for the purpose of defining
software projects in a way that will enable us to match them with suitable agile
practices. A comprehensive set of project characteristics was developed that is
suitable for the vast majority of software projects and can be linked to the abilities of
agile practices. This link helps to select suitable agile practices based on the
characteristics of the project. A detailed list of the characteristics of software project
is listed in Table 36.
Table 36 Characteristics of software projects

Project
Characteristics

Scale +Description

Team Size [66]

-

Team Distribution

Large (21 – 30)
Medium (11 - 20)
Small (1 - 10)
Same room
Same building
Within driving distance

Usage

Questionnaire

Helps in selecting the
practices that correspond to
the team size for the project
Helps in selecting practices
with care of supporting
distributed teams. Also

What is the team size available
for the project?
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How will the team be
distributed?

Stakeholder
Availability

-

Project Duration
[67]
Lines Of Code
(LOC) [68]

-

Same country
Same continent
Different continent
High availability: The
stakeholders are part of
the team
Medium availability:
Stakeholders attend
meetings with the team
Low availability:
Stakeholders are
present only when a
release is ready
Long (12-17 months)
Medium (7-11 months)
Short (up to 6 months)
Large (over 100,000)
Medium (between
50,000 – 100,000)
Small (between 10,000
– 50,000)

Innovative Degree
of the Project

- New application
- New release
- Update

Requirement
Volatility [51]

High: Requirements keep
changing during all stages
of software development
due to various reasons
such as changes in the
market or the
organization. The
requirement changing rate
is normally more than
50%. It may be more than
50% of the requirements
are not clear at all
Medium: Less than 30

helps in determining the
communication level
among team members
Helps selecting practices
that support the appropriate
level of communication
with stakeholders

What is the stakeholders’ role
in the project?
What information do they
need?
When do they need this
information?

Helps determining what the
length of iterations should
be during the project
Helps in determining if the
project needs strong
technical practices that
support software
construction, testing, and
refactoring
Helps in determining if the
project needs strong
technical practices that
support software
construction, testing, and
refactoring
Helps determining the
length of iterations that
should be used in the
project, the communication
level with stakeholders,
reviews and meetings, and
support for acceptance tests

What is the deadline for
delivering this project?

Helps in selecting the
practices that support
testing

How critical is this project?
What aspects does this project
affect?

How many lines of code
(LOC) is this project expected
to require?

Is this project a new project, a
new release for an existing
application, or an update of an
existing application?

Based on previous experience
with similar projects, how
stable are the requirements for
this project?
How thorough are stakeholders
with requirements?

percent of requirements are
likely changed, i.e. at least
more than 70% requirements
are stable

Criticality Level

Low: More than 90% of
the requirements are
stable. Only a very small
portion of requirements
are not clear
- High: The product
reliability and
functionality should be
high
- Medium: The product
reliability and
functionality is
classified as medium
- Low: The product
reliability and
functionality is
classified as low
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4.3.7

Rules for Selection of Agile Practices

A set of rules was developed in the proposed model. These rules are mainly used to
process information and to reason about specific instances in the field of agile
development. These rules describe which practices are recommended for certain
software projects based on the characteristics of the software projects and the abilities
of agile practices. They are therefore used for selecting suitable agile practices.
The rules form the foundation of our model. They bring together all aspects discussed
earlier in this chapter and link the knowledge extracted from them with the aim of
helping developers select the best agile practices for a given project. Furthermore, the
rules also help in determining which practices should not be used for certain software
projects based on the suitability of these practices. The relations between practices
and the cost function are also deployed by the rules to examine the proficiency of the
selected agile practices.
The rules are constructed to serve as a rule-based system which consists of six distinct
steps; each step contains a set of rules that addresses certain aspects of the model. The
steps that form the rule-based system are described as follows:
-

Step one: define project characteristics:
1. If (team members < 11) then (Team size: Small)
2. If (10 < team members < 21) then (Team size: Medium)
3. If (20 < team members < 30+) then (Team size: Large)
4. If (Team members are located in the same working space) then (Team
distribution: Same room)
5. If (Team members are located in the same building) then (Team distribution:
Same building)
6. If (Team members are located in separate near locations) then (Team
distribution: within driving distance)
7. If (Team members are located in different cities in the same country) then
(Team distribution: Same country)
8. If (Team members are located in different countries in the same continent)
then (Team distribution: Same continent)
9. If (Team members are located in different continent) then (Team distribution:
different continent)
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10. If (Stakeholders are part of the team) then (Stakeholders availability: High)
11. If (Stakeholders only attend meetings with the team) then (Stakeholders
availability: Medium)
12. If (Stakeholders are present only when a release is ready) then (Stakeholders
availability: Low)
13. If (Project duration ≤ 6 months) then (Project duration: Short)
14. If (6 < months Project duration ≤ 11 months) then (Project duration: Medium)
15. If (11 < Project duration ≤ 17+ months) then (Project duration: Long)
16. If (10,000 ≤ LOC ≤ 50,000) then (LOC: Small)
17. If (50,000 < LOC ≤ 100,000) then (LOC: Medium)
18. If (LOC > 100,000+) then (LOC: Large)
19. If (Project aims to build new application) then (Innovative degree of the
project: New application)
20. If (Project aims to make a new release of an existing project) then (Innovative
degree of the project: New Release)
21. If (Project aims to make an update for an existing project) then (Innovative
degree of the project: Update)
22. If (Unstable requirements ≥ 50%) then (Requirement volatility: High)
23. If (10% < Unstable requirements < 50%) then (Requirement volatility:
Medium)
24. If (Unstable requirements ≤ 10%) then (Requirement volatility: Low)
25. If (Product reliability and functionality should be high) then (Criticality level:
High)
26. If (Product reliability and functionality is classified as medium) then
(Criticality level: Medium)
27. If (Product reliability and functionality is classified as Low) then (Criticality
level: Low)

-

Step Two: specify the abilities that the practices are required to support based on
the characteristics of the project.
1. If (Team size: Small) then (Small teams: Full Support; Communication among
team members: Full Support)
2. If (Team size: Medium) then (Medium teams: Full Support; Communication
among team members: Partial Support)
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3. If (Team size: Large) then (Large teams: Full Support; Communication among
team members: No Support)
4. If (Team distribution: Same room) then (Communication among team
members: Full Support)
5. If (Team distribution: Same building) then (Communication among team
members: Full Support)
6. If (Team distribution: Within driving distance) then (Distributed teams: Partial
Support; Communication among team members: Partial Support)
7. If (Team distribution: Same country) then (Distributed teams: Full Support ;
Communication among team members: Partial Support)
8. If (Team distribution: Same continent) then (Distributed teams: Full Support ;
Communication among team members: No Support)
9. If (Team distribution: Different continent) then (Distributed teams: Full
Support ; Communication among team members: No Support)
10. If (Stakeholders availability: High) then (Communication between team
members and stakeholders: Full Support )
11. If (Stakeholders availability: Medium) then (Communication between team
members and stakeholders: Partial Support)
12. If (Stakeholders availability: Low) then (Communication between team
members and stakeholders: No Support)
13. If (Project duration: Long) then (Iteration planning: Full Support)
14. If (Project duration: Medium) then (Iteration Planning: Full Support; Medium
Iterations: Full Support)
15. If (Project duration: Short) then (Iteration Planning: Full Support; Small
Iterations: Full Support)
16. If (LOC: Large) then (Software construction: Full Support; Functional tests:
Full Support)
17. If (LOC: Medium) then (Software construction: Full Support; Functional tests:
Partial Support)
18. If (LOC: Small) then (Software construction: Partial Support; Functional tests:
Partial Support)
19. If (Innovative degree of the project: New application) then (Software
construction: Full Support; Functional tests: Full Support; Acceptance tests:
Full Support)
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20. If (Innovative degree of the project: New release) then (Software construction:
Full Support; Functional tests: Full Support; Acceptance tests: Partial Support)
21. If (Innovative degree of the project: Update) then (Software construction:
Partial Support; Functional tests: Partial Support; Acceptance tests: Partial
Support)
22. If (Requirements volatility: High) then (Small Iterations: Full Support;
Acceptance tests: Full Support)
23. If (Requirements volatility: medium) then (Acceptance tests: Full Support)
24. If (Requirements volatility: Low) then (Acceptance tests: Partial Support)
25. If (Criticality level: High) then (Functional tests: Full Support; Acceptance
tests: Full Support)
26. If (Criticality level: Medium) then (Functional tests: Full Support; Acceptance
tests: Partial Support)
27. If (Criticality level: Low) then (Functional tests: Partial Support; Acceptance
tests: Partial Support)

-

Step Three: select all the practices that satisfy any of the abilities stated earlier in
the previous step.
1. If (Practice provides desired support for ability) then (Select the practice and
add it to the list).

-

Step Four: rule out the practices that won’t fit in the project environment.
1. If (Team size: Small & Practice has No Suitability for Small teams) then
(Remove the practice)
2. If (Team size: Medium & Practice has No Suitability for Medium teams) then
(Remove the practice)
3. If (Team size: Large & Practice has No Suitability for Large teams) then
(Remove the practice)
4. If (Team distribution: Within driving distance & Practice has No Suitability
for Distributed teams) then (Remove the practice)
5. If (Team distribution: Same country & Practice has No Suitability||Partial
Suitability for Distributed teams) then (Remove the practice)
6. If (Team distribution: Same continent & Practice has No Suitability||Partial
Suitability for Distributed teams) then (Remove the practice)
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7. If (Team distribution: Different continent & Practice has No Suitability||Partial
Suitability for Distributed teams) then (Remove the practice)
8. If (Iteration length: Small & Practice has No Suitability for Small iterations)
then (Remove the practice)
9. If (Iteration length: Medium & Practice has No Suitability for Medium
iterations) then (Remove the practice)
10. If (Iteration length: Large & Practice has No Suitability for Large iterations)
then (Remove the practice)

-

Step Five: Calculate the cost of each practice.
1. Use the cost function to calculate the cost of each practice.

-

Step Six: check if the practices fit into Agile SDLC and satisfy all of its phases.
1. If (a Phase || Sub-phase has no practices in it) then (


Select all the practices that satisfy this phase.



Give each practice an initial (0) score.



Negate the value of each practice cost (make it a negative value).



Calculate how many abilities each of the practices provide support for and
add (1) for full support and (0.5) for partial support to the practices score
for each ability.



Select the practice with the higher score.
)

We also used a formal mathematical notation to represent the rules which is available
in Appendix B.
4.4. Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the architecture of the model for selection of agile practices
and the functionality of each of its components. Built around different aspects, this
model aims to provide decision support for software developers to select the most
suitable agile practices for developing a given software project. Moreover, the model
organizes the selected agile practices in a cohesive development process that
addresses all the phases in a development life cycle. Although each component has its
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own responsibilities, all the components operate to support the general purpose of the
model.
The development of this model was a challenging task. Making best use of existing
knowledge in the domain of agile development and agile adoption to construct a
model capable of selecting the most suitable agile practices for a given software
project is difficult. The model developed in this research represents the efforts made
to provide a solution to such a problem. It is also worth noting that agile practices
selection involves many factors that vary between technical factors and social factors.
This research focuses mainly on technical factors, i.e. the overall ability of the
selected practices, the relations between practices and the cost of applying a practice
are the major factors being considered.
The prototype of the model, the tools used for implementation and the features
provided are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL
Our model has been implemented using the Java language and Java Expert System
Shell (JESS) for the rule-based system.
Jess is a rule engine for the Java platform. It is used to specify logic in the form of
rules. When the rule engine starts, the rules are carried out and executed. Rules can
create new data, or they can do anything that the Java programming language can do.
In essence, JESS is a programmer's library written in Java and works under the Java
Virtual Machine (JVM). The model proposed in this research was implemented using
Jess 7.1 which is compatible with all released versions of Java starting with JDK 1.4,
including JDK 1.6. The JessDE integrated development environment will only work
with version 3.1 or later of the Eclipse SDK.
Each Jess rule engine holds a collection of knowledge nuggets called facts. This
collection is known as the working memory. Working memory is important because
rules can only react to additions, deletions, and changes to working memory. Jess
rules will not react to anything else.
Every fact has a template. The template has a name and a set of slots, and each fact
gets these things from its template. This structure is similar to how relational
databases are set up. The template is like a relational database table. The slots are like
the columns of a table. A fact is therefore like a row in a database table. Figure 20
shows an example of a template. This template represents an agile practice, and it
used to hold information about the abilities of this practice.
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(deftemplate Feature_List
(slot Small_Teams)
(slot Medium_Teams)
(slot Large_Teams)
(slot Distributed_Teams)
(slot Iteration_Planning)
(slot Small_Iterations)
(slot Medium_Iterations)
(slot Large_Iterations)
(slot Communication_with_Stakeholders)
(slot Communication_among_Team)
(slot Software_Construction)
(slot Functional_Tests)
(slot Acceptance_Tests)
(slot Suitability_Small_Teams)
(slot Suitability_Medium_Teams)
(slot Suitability_Large_Teams)
(slot Suitability_Distributed_Teams)
(slot Suitability_Small_Iteration)
(slot Suitability_Medium_Iteration)
(slot Suitability_Large_Iteration))

Figure 24 Example of a template in Jess language

The rules in Jess can take actions based on the contents of one or more facts. A Jess
rule is something like an (if... then) statement in a procedural language, but is not used
in a procedural way. While (if... then) statements are executed at a specific time and in
a specific order according to how the programmer writes them, Jess rules are executed
whenever their (if) parts (their left-hand-sides or LHSs) are satisfied, given only that
the rule engine is running. This makes Jess rules less deterministic than a typical
procedural program. An example of a Jess rule is provided in Figure 21. This rule
checks the suitability of the practice "Feature List" when team distribution is defined
to be "within driving distance". The rule starts by checking if this practice has "No
Suitability" for distributed team (Suitability_Distributed_Teams == 1) and if the
project at hand has a distributed team (Team_Distribution == "Within driving
distance). If these two conditions are satisfied, the rule will fire and the action
specified after the symbol (=>) will be executed.
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(defrule Step4Rule124
"This rule will remove practices from our list based on their suitability for the
project environment"
(Feature_List {Suitability_Distributed_Teams == 1}) (Project_Characteristics
{Team_Distribution == "Within driving distance"})
=>
(bind ?*Removed_Practices* (insert$ ?*Removed_Practices* 1 "Feature List")))

Figure 25 Example of a rule in Jess

All the rules in our model are coded in Jess and serve as the core engine of the model.
The input and output of the rules are done through Java which is an object-oriented
programming language that is portable across several operating systems. This means
that the finished Java program can run on most operating systems. In addition, Java
can provide a direct and easy connection with the rule engine in Jess. Jess is built in a
way that enables Java code to directly use rules defined in Jess. It also allows values
to be transferred from Jess to Java code and vice versa. Therefore, it is very
convenient to use Java to build a user interface to collect the input from the user and
then transfer that input to the rule engine in Jess. The results produced from the rule
engine can be sent back to Java code in order to view them in a clear and organized
GUI.
The GUI was developed using a tool called WindowBuilder. WindowBuilder is a
powerful and easy to use bi-directional Java GUI designer that can read and write
almost any format and reverse-engineer most hand-written Java GUI code, which
makes it very easy to create Java GUI applications. This tool is built as a plug-in to
Eclipse and the various Eclipse-based IDEs (RAD, RSA, MyEclipse, JBuilder, etc.).
The plug-in builds an abstract syntax tree (AST) to navigate the source code and uses
GEF to display and manage the visual components. The WindowBuilder editor is
composed of the following major user interface components:


Design View: the main visual layout area.



Source View: write code and review the generated code.



Structure View: composed of the Component Tree and the Property Pane.
o Component Tree: shows the hierarchical relationship between all of the
components.
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o Property Pane: displays properties and events of the selected
components.


Palette: provides quick access to toolkit-specific components.



Toolbar: provides access to commonly-used commands.



Context Menu: provides access to commonly-used commands.

The user input for the model is taken through the class UserInput.java. This class
contains a Java frame that allows the user to insert the input. The information entered
by user is then transferred to the rule engine implemented in Jess. The UserInput.java
class uses the class RuleEngine.java as a handle to the rule engine in Jess in order to
exchange values and commands between Java and Jess code. After the rules are
executed and the initial recommended list of practices is produced, the practices are
shown using the class PracticesView.java. The practices are then passed to the class
CostView.java to fill the cost information for each practice. The final stage is to view
the practices in correspondence with the Agile SDLC phases in the class
AgilePhasesView.java. In this last class, the user is able to check for relations between
practices and add or remove practices accordingly.
The implemented tool presents the components of the model in a user friendly GUI. A
screenshot of the tool that shows the first screen which allows the user to input project
information is shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 26 The initial user interface of the tool

As we can see from Figure 22, the interface allows the user to input the characteristics
of the software project using a variety of components such as text boxes, drop down
menus, and radio boxes.
The next screen shows the selected and removed practices based on their suitability
for the project at hand as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 27 The interface of selected practices
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The next interface is responsible for taking the user input for the cost calculation of
the selected practices. Figure 24 shows the interface for the cost calculation where the
user is asked to input information such as the degree of knowledge of the practice and
the availability of the tool required for the practice.

Figure 28 Interface for taking information related to the cost of selected practices

The last interface shows the selected practices distributed over the Agile SDLC. The
tool allows the user to check for comparable practices as it gives them similar colors.
It also enables the assertion of a practice when a phase of the Agile SDLC is empty.
Figure 25 shows the last interface of the tool.
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Figure 29 Interface for showing selected practices as they are distributed over the Agile SDLC

This tool serves as a prototype to our model. Other features might be added to
enhance the usability of the tool, and that will be discussed in Chapter 7.
5.1.Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed the tool that implements our model for selection of agile
practices. The tasks of each part in the implementation and how each part serves the
whole system to provide services for tool users were explained. The essential
functionality of each part is illustrated through screen shots. We should note that the
tool is still a prototype and other features can be added, and that will be discussed in
the future work section.
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CHAPTER SIX: CASE STUDY
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we aim to test the model presented in this thesis in a real-life context to
check its validity and the advantages it provides to software projects. The general
objective of the case study is to investigate the amount of help our model can offer in
real industrial software projects by comparing its results with these projects.
The case study in this chapter will follow the next steps:
1) Definition of hypothesis behind the case study.
2) Selection of projects.
3) Planning of the case study.
4) Conducting the case study.
5) Discussion of the results.

6.2 Definition of the Hypothesis
The hypothesis behind this case study can be defined as follows:
Using the model presented in this thesis for selection of agile practices,
rather than selecting the practices based on intuition or previous
experience, has a positive impact on the efficiency of the agile practice
selection process.
The hypothesis can be considered true if the following conditions are met:
1) The model suggests similar practices to those used in the development of
a successful project.
2) The model suggests additional practices that might add value to the
practices used originally in the development of a successful project.
3) There are sufficient projects to cover the input domain of the model when
tested against it.
We acknowledge that there are other factors that contribute to the success of the agile
practice selection process, like knowledge of practices and management commitment.
Also, testing for every combination of input to our model cannot be reached due to the
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huge number of projects required to carry out this task, but different input
combinations representing different scenarios will be covered. However, we will
focus on the successes and misses of our model through several projects that will
cover all input options, but not all input combinations. This way, we will be able to
identify the merits or problems of our presented model.
6.3 Obtaining Test Projects
It was very difficult to obtain software projects to use for testing. The targeted
projects should be described well enough so we are able to extract their characteristics
and use them as input for our model. In addition, the practices used for developing the
project should also be mentioned so we can compare them to the results obtained from
our model.
We were able to get eight projects that satisfied the previous concerns. Two of them
were published on the internet, as they were mentioned as agile success stories. The
other six projects were courtesy of people in the software development industry.
Three came as projects conducted in a consulting company. The other three are
projects from a large multi-national company. The names of the companies are
withheld for reasons of confidentiality.
6.4 Planning of the Case Study
The following steps were planned in order to carry out each project in the case study:
1) Extract the project characteristics that will be used as input to our model
from the project scenario. (This step was only necessary for projects
published on the internet because they were described in detail; other
projects were obtained by asking people in the software industry to fill in
the project characteristics as they could be used directly as input to our
model).
2) Specify the input of the model for each project.
3) Run the project through the model and report the results.
4) Compare the practices suggested by the model with the practices used
originally to develop the project.
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6.5 Conducting the case study
In this section we will pass eight projects through our model and view the results that
came out to check the validity of the model.
6.5.1

Project #1

This project was conducted in a company called Litle & Co. which is a leading
provider of card-not-present transaction processing, payment management, and
merchant services for businesses that sell directly to consumers through Internet and
Multichannel Retail, Direct Response (including print, radio and television), and
Online Services. They interface with the world’s major card and alternative payment
networks, such as Visa, Master Card, and PayPal, and must be available 24/7 with no
downtime.
This project was meant to be a part of the book Zero to Agile in 90 Days or Less
serving as a case study to illustrate the work of agility. The complete review of this
project can be found in [69].
Based on the description of this project, we can specify the input for our model as
follows:
Table 37 Input for project #1

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability
Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)

Small (6 people)
Same room
High (Stakeholders are part of the team)
Medium (9 months)
100000+
Project aims to deliver new application
High (over 50% of requirements might change)
Reliability

The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
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Table 38 First stage of the model

All Practices selected for this
project

Removed Practices

All Practices selected for
this project after
removal

TDD
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Configuration Management
Focus
Test as you go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review

TDD
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Configuration Management
Focus
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Iteration Planning
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
Table 39 Selected practices for project #1

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1

Iteration 0 (Warm
Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release (End
Game)

Sit Together1
Design by Feature1
Feature List2
Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1

Workshop1

Close
Communication1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3

Close
Communication1
- Implement:

Pair Programming4

TDD4

Develop by
Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

Reflective
Improvement1

- Configuration
Management5

-
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Production
- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent
Delivery6

This project was originally developed using XP. As we can see from Table 39, all XP
practices are present in the list produced by our model (Sit Together – Iteration
Planning – TDD – Pair Programming – Code Refactoring – Continuous Integration).
The model also introduces other similar practices and practices that might be useful to
adopt for this project. For example, the practice Reflective Improvement is similar to
the practice Code Refactoring found in XP, but Reflective Improvement focuses more
on the high communication level among team members when reviewing the code and
improving the previous work. Other cases of comparable practices are presented by
our model, such as (Sit Together – Workshop – Close Communication) and
(Continuous Integration – Prototyping – Frequent Delivery). We can also notice that
the model suggests additional practices and concepts that are useful to the project like
(Focus – Prioritized Requirements List – Design by Feature).
In general, the model succeeded in suggesting XP practices as they were used in this
case, and also combined them with other practices from different agile methods that
might provide valid alternatives for XP practices, or add value to the development
process.
As we can notice, certain phases might contain different groups of comparable
practices, like Iteration 0. In such cases it is enough to pick up one practice from each
group to satisfy the phase.
Table 40 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
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Table 40 Comparing orginally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the
Project
Pair Programming
Sit Together

TDD
Iteration Planning

Code Refactoring
Continuous Integration

Automated Testing
-

6.5.2

Practices Proposed by Our
Model
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Close Communication
Workshop
TDD
Iteration Planning
Plan by Feature
Sprint Planning Meeting
Timeboxing
Code Refactoring
Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Test as you go
Design by Feature
Feature List
Prioritized Requirements List
Develop by Feature
Focus
Reflective Improvement
Configuration Managements

Notes

These are additional practices suitable
for this project suggested by our
model.

Project #2

The Dutch railways are among the most heavily used in the world, providing transport
for 1.2 million passengers daily. Dutch Railways built a new information system to
provide travelers with more accurate travel information, requiring less manual
intervention. As part of this program, the PUB (publish) system that centrally controls
information displays and audio broadcast systems in all stations was built. Here is a
description of a successfully-executed large (20 man-years, 100.000+ lines of code)
Scrum project, one which had already been scrapped once under a traditional
approach, and which included developers in both India and the Netherlands. The
complete review of this project can be found in [70].
Based on the description of the project, we can specify the input for our model as
follows:
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Table 41 Input for project #2

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability
Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)

Medium (20 people)
Different continent
High (stakeholders are part of the team)
Long (over one year)
100000+
Project aims to deliver new application
Low
Reliability

The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
Table 42 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
this Project

Removed Practices

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal

Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Configuration Management
Test as you go
Frequent Delivery
Close Communication
Focus
Prototyping
Pair Programming
Product Backlog
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Milestone
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
TDD
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication

Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Configuration Management
Test as You Go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Pair Programming
Product Backlog
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Milestone
TDD
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
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Table 43 Selected practices for Project #2

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release
(End Game)

Production

Sit Together1
Design by Feature1
Feature List2
Prioritized
Requirements List2
- Product Backlog2
- Sprint Backlog2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Sprint Planning
Meeting3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3
- Implement:

Pair Programming4

TDD4

Develop by
Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

Sprint Review1

- Configuration
Management5
- DoD5
- Milestone5

- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6

-

The first attempt to deliver this project was conducted using the traditional waterfall
approach. After three years the vendors failed to deliver a working system. A second
attempt was taken using Scrum and it turned out to be successful.
After inserting the project characteristics as input to our model, the result came out to
include all Scrum practices, except for the Daily Scrum Meeting. The absence of this
practice is due to the distributed nature of the team, where it is very hard to conduct
daily meetings between team members who are located in two different time zones
(India and the Netherlands). Also, it should be mentioned that the scenario we have of
the project never mentioned that daily meetings took place while developing this
project.
Pair Programming is not a Scrum practice, but it was used during this project. Our
model shows Pair Programming among the nominated practices to be used for the
development of this project.
Other practices that are similar to the selected practices or might add some value to
the development process are also suggested by our model.
Table 44 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
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Table 44 Comparing orginally used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Pair Programming
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Sprint Planning Meeting

Pair Programming
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Sprint Planning Meeting
Iteration Planning
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing

Sprint Review
Continuous Integration

Sprint Review
Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

DoD

DoD
Milestone

Automated testing

Test as you go
TDD

-

Sit Together
Design by Feature
Feature List
Prioritized Requirements List
Develop by Feature
Focus
Configuration Management

6.5.3

Notes

These are additional practices suitable
for this project suggested by our
model.

Project #3

As it is described, this project aims to deliver an update of an existing application
which will require the work of 50 people distributed over three teams in different
continents over twelve months. Table 45 contains the input for Project #3 as obtained
from its source.
Table 45 Input for project #3

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability

Large (up to 50 people)
Different continent
Medium (stakeholders attend meetings with the
team)
Long (over 12 months)
Medium (between 50,000 to 100,000)
Project aims to update existing application
Medium (between 10% to 50% of requirements
might change)
Reliability

Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)
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Table 46 contains a list of all practices that were selected after entering the first input
and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of suitability to the
project.
Table 46 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
this Project

Removed Practices

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal

Pair Programming
TDD
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Sit Together
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Feature List
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Test as you go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

Pair Programming
Sit Together
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication

TDD
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Feature List
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Test as you go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in Table 47 where
practices with a similar number are considered to be comparable to each other.
Table 47 Selected practices for project #3

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1
- Feasibility
Study1

-

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release
(End Game)

Production

Sit Together1
Design by Feature1
Feature List2
Product Backlog2
Sprint Backlog2
Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Sprint Planning
Meeting3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3
- Implement:

TDD4

Develop by
Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

- DoD5
- Milestone5
- Configuration
Management5

- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6
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Our model suggested the following practices that matched with the practices used for
this project:
-

DoD, Milestone as practices to determine the checkpoints for potentially
shippable increments (PSI).

-

Feature List, Prioritized Requirements List, Product Backlog and Sprint Backlog
to be used to hold stories and features for the project.

-

Continuous Integration, Prototyping, and Frequent Delivery as practices for
Automated Integration.

-

Iteration Planning, Sprint Planning Meeting, Plan by Feature as practices to use
for release and iteration planning.

-

Test as You Go, TDD as practices for testing.

We should note that our model failed to suggest any kind of daily meetings. That is
due to the distributed nature of the team and the large number of people in the team.
Nevertheless, daily meetings are mentioned in the original practices list of this
project. A way to think of this is that each group of the team will attend daily meeting
separately in their respective locations since they share the same floor at each
location. Our model doesn't go that deep when it comes to distributed teams. It only
selects practices that are applicable for the whole team rather than considering each
team in its separate locations.
To examine the validity of our model for these kinds of situations, we can rerun the
model and change the input to collocated teams and medium then small teams. We
can see that Daily Scrum Meetings are recommended only in the case of small
collocated teams.
Table 48 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
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Table 48 Comparing originally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Notes

Potentially Shippable Increments

DoD
Milestone

DoD and Milestone provide the ability to
set checkpoints for the project as PSI does.

Tiered Daily Standups

-

Stories / Epics / Features

Feature List
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized Requirements List

The model didn't recommend any practice
here, because in the project this practice
was most likely handled by each team in
its location separately, while our model
will only view the team as a big sized
distributed team and won't be able to
suggest practices for each group in its
separate location.
All of these practices that were suggested
by our model serve well in handling user
stories and project features.

Automated Integration

Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

All of these practices that were suggested
by our model support the process of
integrating the parts that are done during
any point of time in the project.

Testing

Test as You Go
TDD

TDD uses automated unit tests for testing
the functionality of the software.

Iteration and Release Planning

Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing

All of these practices that were suggested
by our model are good practices for
planning the iterations and releases and
providing an estimation for the whole
project.

Showcases /Retrospectives

-

-

Sit Together

-

Feasibility Study
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Focus
Code Refactoring
Configuration Management

The model didn't recommend any practice
here, because in the project this practice
was most likely handled by each team in
its location separately, while our model
will only view the team as a large
distributed team and won't be able to
suggest practices for each group in its
separate location.
This practice was not initially suggested,
but it had to be added (based on the
algorithm of adding a practice to the set
when a phase is empty). The modeling
phase was empty and this practice was
selected to fill the space.
These are additional practices suitable for
this project suggested by our model.
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6.5.4

Project #4

Project #4 was carried out by a small distributed team to develop a new release of an
existing application within seven to twelve months. Table 49 contains the input for
Project #4 as obtained from its source.
Table 49 Input for project #4

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability

Small (less than 10 people)
Different continent
Medium (stakeholders attend meetings with the
team)
Medium to long (over 7 months)
Medium (between 50,000 to 100,000)
Project aims to provide new releases of an existing
application
Medium (between 10% to 50% of requirements
might change)
Reliability

Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)

The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
Table 50 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
This Project

Removed Practices

TDD
Continuous Integration
DoD
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Focus
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal
Continuous Integration
DoD
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Focus
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing
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The distribution of practices over Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
Table 51 Selected practices for Project 4

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1

-

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release
(End
Game)

Sit Together1
Design by Feature1
Feature List2
Sprint Backlog2
Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1

Workshop1

Close
Communication1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Sprint Planning
Meeting3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3

Close
Communication1
- Implement:

TDD4

Develop by Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

Daily Scrum
Meetings1

Sprint Review1

Reflective
Improvement1

- DoD5
- Milestone5

Production

- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6

Our model suggested the following practices that match with the practices used for
this project:
-

Iteration Planning, Sprint Planning Meeting, and Plan by Feature as practices to
use for release and iteration planning

-

Daily Scrum Meetings for daily meetings.

-

Feature List, Prioritized Requirements List, and Sprint Backlog to be used to hold
stories and features for the project.

-

Sprint Review and Reflective Improvement as retrospectives.

Table 52 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
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Table 52 Comparing originally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the
Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Daily Standups
Stories / Epics /
Features

Daily Scrum Meetings
Feature List
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized Requirements List

All of these practices that were suggested by our
model serve well in handling user stories and
project features.

Iteration and Release
Planning

Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing

All of these practices that were suggested by our
model are good practices for planning the
iterations and releases and providing an
estimation for the whole project.

Showcases /
Retrospectives

Reflective Improvement
Sprint Review

-

Focus
Sit Together
Configuration Management
TDD
Develop by Feature
Focus
Test as you go
DoD
Milestone
Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Code Refactoring
Design by Feature

Reflective Improvement and Sprint Review are
like Showcases/Retrospectives as they are all
meetings to view the previous work that has
been done and how to improve it.
These are additional practices suitable for this
project suggested by our model.

6.5.5

Notes

Project #5

This project required the effort of twenty people located in separate teams over
different continents to provide an update of an existing application in less than 6
months. Table 53 contains the input for Project #5 as obtained from its source.
Table 53 Input for project #5

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholder availability

Small to medium (less than 20 people)
Different continent
Medium (stakeholders attend meetings with the
team)
Short (less than 6 months)
Small (between 10,000 to 50,000)
Project aims to provide an update of an existing
application
High (over 50% of requirements might change)
Reliability

Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most Important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)
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The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
Table 54 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
this Project

Removed Practices

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal

Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Focus
Pair Programming
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
Workshop
Close Communication
Sit Together
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing
Reflective Improvement

Sprint Planning Meeting
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
DoD

Code Refactoring
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Focus
Pair Programming
Workshop
Close Communication
Sit Together
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Iteration Planning
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing
Reflective Improvement

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
Table 55 Selected practices for project #5

Iteration -1

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release
(End Game)

Production

- Sit Together1
- Feasibility
Study1

- Sit Together1
- Feature List2
- Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1

Workshop1

Close
Communication1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3

Close
Communication1
- Implement:

Pair Programming4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

Reflective
Improvement1

- Milestone5
- Configuration
Management5

- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6
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We can notice the absence of Scrum practices from this list of suggested practices.
This can be justified by knowing that this project requires small iterations, because of
the short period of the project, and Scrum practices are not suitable for small
iterations.
Table 56 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
Table 56 Comparing originally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the
Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Stories

Feature List
Prioritized Requirements List

All of the practices that were suggested by our
model serve well in handling user stories and
project features.

Iteration Planning and
Estimation

Iteration Planning
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing

All of the practices that were suggested by our
model are good practices for planning the
iterations and releases and providing an
estimation for the whole project.

-

Focus
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Workshop
Configuration Management
Focus
Test as you go
Milestone
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Code Refactoring
Close Communication
Reflective Improvement
Feasibility Study

These are additional practices suitable for this
project suggested by our model.

6.5.6

Notes

Project #6

A large distributed team was responsible for developing and building a new
application to be delivered in about twelve months. Table 57 contains the input for
Project #6 as obtained from its source.
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Table 57 Input for project #6

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability

Large (more than 20 people)
Different continents
Medium (stakeholders attend meetings with the
team)
Long (over 12 months)
Large (over 100,000)
Project aims to build new application
High (over 50% of requirements might change)
Reliability

Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)

The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
Table 58 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
this Project

Removed Practices

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal

Pair Programming
TDD
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Sit Together
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Feature List
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Test as You Go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

Pair Programming
Sit Together
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication

TDD
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Feature List
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Test as You Go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
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Table 59 Selected practices for project #6

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1
- Feasibility
Study1

-

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release
(End Game)

Production

Sit Together1
Design by Feature1
Feature List2
Product Backlog2
Sprint Backlog2
Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Sprint Planning
Meeting3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3
- Implement:

TDD4

Develop by
Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

- DoD5
- Milestone5
- Configuration
Management5

- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6

Table 60 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
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Table 60 Comparing originally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the
Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Sprint Planning
Meeting

Sprint Planning Meeting
Iteration Planning
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing

Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog

Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized Requirements List
Feature List

Daily Scrum Meetings

-

Sprint Review

-

DoD

DoD
Milestone

Pair Programming

-

TDD
Code Refactoring
Continuous Integration

TDD
Code Refactoring
Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

-

Sit Together
Feasibility Study
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Configuration Management

6.5.7

Notes

No practice was suggested here due to the large
size and distributed nature of the team.
No practice was suggested here due to the large
size and distributed nature of the team.

In our model, pair programming is not suitable
for large teams due to the high cost when
applying this practice to large teams.

These are additional practices suitable for this
project suggested by our model.

Project #7

A large collocated team was responsible for developing and building a new
application to be delivered in about twelve months. The size of the project in terms of
expected lines of code (LOC) is undetermined yet. However, based on the large
number of people involved and the long duration of the project, it is safe to assume
that this is a large project and the LOC will reach a large number. Table 61 contains
the input for Project #7 as obtained from its source.
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Table 61 Input for project #7

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability

Large (more than 20 people)
Same building
Medium (stakeholders attend meetings with the
team)
Long (over 12 months)
Unknown
Project aims to build new application
Medium (between 10% to 50% of requirements
might change)
Reliability

Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level
Which factor is the most important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)

The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
Table 62 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
this Project

Removed Practices

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal

Pair Programming
TDD
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Sit Together
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Feature List
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Test as You Go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

Pair Programming
Sit Together
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication

TDD
Continuous Integration
Code Refactoring
Product Backlog
DoD
Feature List
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Configuration Management
Feasibility Study
Test as You Go
Frequent Delivery
Focus
Prototyping
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
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Table 63 Selected practices for project #7

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1
- Feasibility
Study1

-

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Release
(End Game)

Production

Sit Together1
Design by Feature1
Feature List2
Product Backlog2
Sprint Backlog2
Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Sprint Planning
Meeting3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3
- Implement:

TDD4

Develop by
Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Code Refactoring4

- DoD5
- Milestone5
- Configuration
Management5

- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6

Similar to previous cases, daily meetings were not suggested by our model due to the
large distributed nature of the team. However, Pair Programming was missed also by
the model. This can be tracked to the fact that the cost of applying Pair Programming
rises along with the number of people in the team. So, for large teams a practice such
as Pair Programming is not considered to be a good choice, and that's the reason
behind this miss.
Table 64 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
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Table 64 Comparing originally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the
Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Sprint Planning
Meeting

Sprint Planning Meeting
Iteration Planning
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing

Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog

Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Prioritized Requirements List
Feature List

Daily Scrum Meetings

-

Sprint Review

-

DoD

DoD
Milestone

Pair Programming

-

Continuous Integration

Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery

-

Sit Together
Feasibility Study
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Focus
Test as You Go
Configuration Management

6.5.8

Notes

No practice was suggested here due to the large
size and distributed nature of the team.
No practice was suggested here due to the large
size and distributed nature of the team.

In our model, pair programming is not suitable
for large teams due to the high cost of applying
this practice in large teams.

These are additional practices suitable for this
project suggested by our model.

Project #8

A small team was responsible for developing and building a new application to be
delivered in about seven to twelve months. As in Project #7, the size of this project in
terms of expected lines of code (LOC) is undetermined. However, based on the small
number of people involved and the medium duration of the project, it is safe to
assume that the LOC will be a small to medium number. But since the project aims to
deliver a new application, the LOC is most probably medium. Table 65 contains the
input for Project #8 as obtained from its source.
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Table 65 Input for project #8

Model Input Field

Value

Team size
Team location
Stakeholders availability
Project duration
Expected Lines Of Code (LOC)
Project aim
Requirement uncertainty level

Small (less than 10 people)
Same country
High (stakeholders are part of the team)
Medium (between 7 and 12 months)
Unknown
Project aims to build new application
Medium (between 10% to 50% of requirements
might change)
Reliability

Which factor is the most Important (Reliability –
Functionality – Time/Money)

The following table contains the list of all practices that were selected after entering
the first input and then the practices that were removed based on their lack of
suitability to the project.
Table 66 First stage of the model

All Practices Selected for
this Project

Removed Practices

TDD
Continuous Integration
DoD
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Focus
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

All Practices Selected for
this Project after Removal
TDD
Continuous Integration
DoD
Design by Feature
Develop by Feature
Milestone
Focus
Test as You Go
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Pair Programming
Sit Together
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
Workshop
Reflective Improvement
Close Communication
Iteration Planning
Sprint Planning Meeting
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Prioritized Requirements List
Timeboxing

The distribution of practices over the Agile SDLC phases is shown in the next table
where practices with similar numbers are considered to be comparable to each other.
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Table 67 Selected practices for project #8

Iteration -1
- Sit Together1

-

Iteration 0
(Warm Up)

Construction
Iterations

Sit Together1
Feature List2
Product Backlog2
Sprint Backlog2
Prioritized
Requirements List2

- Modeling:

Sit Together1

Workshop1

Close
Communication1
- Plan:

Iteration Planning3

Sprint Planning
Meeting3

Plan by Feature3

Timeboxing3

Close
Communication1
- Implement:

TDD4

Pair Programming4

Develop by Feature4

Focus4
- Testing & Review:

Test As You Go4

Daily Scrum
Meetings1

Sprint Review1

Reflective
Improvement1

Release
(End Game)
- DoD5
- Milestone5

Production
- Continuous
Integration6
- Prototyping6
- Frequent Delivery6

Table 68 shows the practices that were used originally in the development of this
project and the corresponding practices suggested by our model.
Table 68 Comparing originally-used practices with suggested practices

Practices Adopted
Originally in the
Project

Practices Proposed by Our
Model

Sprint Planning
Meeting

Sprint Planning Meeting
Iteration Planning
Plan by Feature
Timeboxing
Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Feature List
Prioritized Requirement list
Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
DoD
Milestone
Continuous Integration
Prototyping
Frequent Delivery
Sit Together
Workshop
Close Communication
TDD Pair Programming
Develop by Feature
Focus
Test as you go
Reflective Improvement

Product Backlog
Sprint Backlog

Daily Scrum Meetings
Sprint Review
DoD
Continuous Integration

-

Notes

These are additional practices suitable for this
project suggested by our model.
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6.6 Discussion of the Results
The projects presented above show that our model is capable of selecting suitable
agile practices for developing software projects. The model was able to select similar
practices to those used in all of the eight projects. A few cases were noted where a
practice was missed by our model. For example, in Projects #3, #6 and #7 we saw a
practice that was used originally in the development of the project but was not
selected by our model. All these cases were justified earlier in the presentation of the
projects. In addition, these misses form a very small proportion compared to the
success in selecting the right practices.
Another aspect of the model shown in the projects above is its ability to select
additional practices to those used originally in the development of the project. These
practices can serve as an alternative choice if they are more convenient for the team in
terms of experience or availability of the required tools for the practice. In addition,
these practices can be used to provide extra value to the development process as they
introduce new abilities that were not considered originally in the development of the
projects, allowing the team to choose from a variety of practices.
The sensitivity of our model to input changes can be checked by comparing the output
of the previous projects. Tests on the model show that it provides consistent results
even with minor changes in input. If we are to take Project #4 and Project #8, we can
see that there are minor differences in their inputs within the following input fields:
(1) The team in Project #4 is separated in different continents and in Project #8 is
separated in different countries within the same continent. (2) Stakeholder availability
is medium in Project #4, while it is high in Project #8. (3) Project #4 aims to provide a
new release of an existing application while Project #8 aims to build a new
application. Regardless of these three differences, the two projects share the same
characteristics. Furthermore, all the differences between the two projects are in the
range of one step in the scale, either from medium to low, or from medium to high.
Knowing that the two projects have similar characteristics with minor differences, we
expect our model to provide similar lists of practices for these two projects, and that is
what happened. Our model suggested the same practices to be used for these two
projects with only two differences; one list contains the practice Design by Feature
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and the other contains Pair programming, and each one of these two practices appears
only in one list. Other projects are quite different from each other which results in a
different practices list. For example, Projects #5 and #6 have different characteristics
and we can see that our model suggested different practices for them.
The selected practices were not reviewed by experts in the field of agile. As far as we
know, the projects succeeded using those practices and they were selected originally
by senior consultants in the field of agile development, but the validation process did
not have the means to claim them as the best practices to be used. This can be raised
as an internal threat to the validity of our validation process. Another internal threat is
that the model was never tested in real life projects. The model was only tested by
comparing its results to practices used in other projects.
Some factors related to the situation where the model might be applied were not
considered during the validation of the model and can be viewed as external threat
factors to the validity of the testing process, such as: timing, location, scope of the
project, management and team commitment, experience, level of training and
personal attitude. One other external threat factor is the accuracy of the projects
characteristics that were used as an input to our model, where we have no means of
obtaining the data from the projects directly.
The input domain for our model is well-covered by the eight test projects as we can
see from Table 69 . Nevertheless, we can notice that not all input options were
covered by the projects, but the most common agile project scenarios are present.
Two input options for team location are not used: "within driving distance" and "same
country." If we discretize the input options for team location into three categories
based on the location and distance, we can have: "same room" and "same building" in
the first category, "within driving distance" and "same country" together and
"different countries" with "different continents" together also. So, we can see that
these options were covered, but the reason behind this wide range of input options is
to give the users all the possible choices to pick from. "Low stakeholder availability"
was not present as input in our case study. To think of it, this option contradicts the
agile principles of cooperation and collaboration with stakeholders, and it is not
common to apply agile methods in projects with low stakeholder availability.
Nevertheless, the option is there for reasons related to user convenience. The choice
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among "Reliability," "Functionality," and "Time/Money" is always an issue, because
people will tend to go with reliability most of the time, and that is the case here as
seen in Table 69. However, it is sometimes the responsibility of developers to balance
between these options and choose the right and realistic one for the project, because if
it is left to stakeholders they will definitely go with "Reliability."
Table 69 Input domain coverage of the projects

Project No.
Team size

Team location

Stakeholder
availability
Project
duration
Expected Lines
Of Code (LOC)
Project aim

Requirement
uncertainty
level
Which factor is
the most
important

Small
Medium
Large
Same room
Same building
Within driving distance
Same country
Different countries
Different continents
Low
Medium
High
Short
Medium
Long
10,000 – 50,000
51,000 – 100,000
100,000+
New application
New release
Update
Low
Medium
High
Reliability
Functionality
Time/Money

#1
●

#2

#3

#4
●

#5
●

#6

#7

●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

We argue based on the case study that it is possible to state the following:
-

Our model succeeded in providing the same practices that were used for
developing the projects under testing.

-

Our model was able to suggest additional practices that might add value to
the practices used originally in the development of a successful project.

-

#8
●

There were sufficient projects to cover the input domain of the model when
tested against it.
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Based on the previous claims, we believe that this model provides decision support to
the process of selecting agile practices.
6.7. Conclusion
The case study presented in this chapter is used as an example to indicate the help
which our model can provide for software developers.
We acknowledge that comparing the practices selected by our model with those used
originally for developing the projects is not always a good indicator of the proficiency
of the model under testing, and that can be considered as an internal threat to the
validity of testing process. However, the projects used for testing were marked as
successful agile projects, so at least we can make sure that the practices actually
worked. Another thing is that we know that the agile practices used in these projects
were selected by senior consultants in the agile development field.
We also acknowledge that the case study cannot be used as a formal proof that our
model will always provide the best solution for a software project. Several external
factors can affect the validity of the case study such as the management and team
commitment to the selected practices, the level of experience and training the team
members have, personal attitude and the ability to specify projects characteristics to
be used as an input to the model.
The model can benefit from using a wider variety of projects that covers more input
options. Further case studies using diverse software projects are necessary.
Additionally, using the model in real life projects will likely lead to further
refinement. Nevertheless, our case study has shown the feasibility of the model and
the help it provides in selecting the most suitable agile practices for a given software
project. Having the results of our case study reviewed by the people who provided us
with the test projects will enhance the credibility of our model. Also, further
investigation of the usability and effectiveness of the model in larger industrial
settings is one of our future research tasks.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
During the last few decades, the software industry has gone through several
development paradigms. One critical factor that accompanied the software industry
through all these years is getting the project set up and started on the right foot [71].
The major reason related to the poor start of software projects is the wrong selection
of development practices. Even with the emergence of the agile development
paradigm, the problem of selecting the best practice for a given project continues to
be a challenge. The research presented in this thesis has attempted to provide a
solution to this problem by developing a model for selecting the best agile practices
based on the characteristics of a given software project. In order to achieve this aim, a
great deal of literature from the domain of agile methodology and agile adoption was
reviewed. The final result of this research was a model for selecting agile practices
based on the abilities of the practices themselves and the characteristics of software
projects. The validity of our model was checked by conducting a case study designed
for comparing the results of the model with the practices used for developing eight
successful software projects.
The contributions and possible future work for this research are presented in the next
sections of this chapter.
7.1

Contribution

This research’s genuineness is credited to the fact that it addresses the adoption of
agile methods on the practices level, not the whole method level. While there are
studies that focus on agile method adoption and method tailoring without paying
much attention to analyzing practices of different agile methods, this research was
dedicated to this issue and provides help and guidance as to which agile practices fit
best a given software project.
The first major step in this research was to identify existing knowledge about agile
practices and derive abilities that help classify agile practices as well as the
characteristics of software projects. Having defined these abilities and characteristics
allowed us to develop rules that link project characteristics with abilities of agile
practices and therefore enabled us to obtain a set of agile practices that best fit the
project under development and satisfy the operation of the development process.
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The contributions of the model developed in this research are as follows:


The systematic mapping of studies on agile methodologies conducted in this
research provides indications on the major trends in the field. The mapping
shows a clear need for more empirical studies of some agile development
methods. It also serves as evidence of the deep impact of agile methodologies
on the software industry in recent years. Another finding is the lack of studies
on the practices level and agile practice adoption, while studies on adoption of
agile methods might be described as being at an intermediate, or even a
mature, state.



The clustering of agile practices and the identification of the relations between
them such as comparable practices and complementary practices provides a
new perspective for analyzing and deploying the practices.



The abilities of agile practices and the characteristics of software projects
derived from theoretical research provide a way to classify and analyze agile
practices and software projects and assess them in a way that aids and supports
the process of selection of the best practices for developing a software project.



The cost function developed in the context of this research through the use of
several surveys in the field of agile development helps in assessing the
feasibility of agile practices when applied by the development team.



One of the most valuable assets of our model is the rules system that explicitly
links project characteristics with the abilities of agile practices.

7.2.

Limitation

Given the merits of the research, some limitations have been identified and can be
generally summarized as follows:


Even though the scoring of the practice abilities proved to be working when
the model was tested, they still represent our own findings and knowledge
about agile practices.



The diversity of projects that have been used to validate the model is still
limited.



The tool that implemented our model is still a prototype and other features can
be added.
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7.3

The validation process of the model was faced by external and internal threats.

Future Work

The intent of the proposed model was to provide a systematic way to obtain a set of
best agile practices for a given project by making use of knowledge from the agile
development domain and several mechanisms from different disciplines. Two main
tasks are to further improve the model and its prototype implementation, and the
validation process of the model.
For the model and its implementation the following work needs to be done:


It would be better for the model to have the scores reviewed by experts in the
field of agile development.



The model could be extended to take into consideration the social factors
affecting agile adoption, not only the technical factors.



Additional enhancements can be made to the model implementation, such as
the ability to save the work in progress, or compare the results of two or more
projects.

In order to enhance the validation process of the model, the following tasks are
required:


Our model can benefit from using a wider variety of projects that cover more
input options. Further case studies using diverse software projects are
necessary. Additionally, the validation process of the model in more projects
will lead to further refinement of the model.



Using the model in real life projects will likely lead to further refinement



Further investigation of the usability and effectiveness of the model in larger
industrial settings is one of our future research tasks.
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APPENDIX A: DISTANCES BETWEEN PRACTICES
The following tables show the distances between practices under study as data points
in clusters.
Table 70 Distances between XP practices and other methods practices as data points in clusters

Pair
Programming
TDD
Sit Together
Iteration
Planning
Code
Refactoring
Continuous
Integration
Sprint Planning
Meeting
Product
Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by
Feature
Develop by
feature
Milestone
Configuration
Management
Feasibility
Study
Prioritized
Requirement
List
Timeboxing
Test as you go
Workshop
Prototyping
Frequent
Delivery
Reflective
Improvement
Close
Communication
Focus
Automated
Tests

Pair
Programming

TDD

Sit Together

Iteration
Planning

Code
Refactoring

Continuous
Integration

0

0.7071

1.9364

2.1213

1.1180

1.2247

0

2.1794
0

2.1213
1.8027
0

0.5000
2.3452
2.2912

0.7071
2.2912
2.2360

0

0.5000
0

2.3452

2.3452

2.0615

1.7320

2.5000

2.4494

1.5811

1.4142

1.8027

1.8708

1.3228

1.8247

1.8708
1.5811
1.8027
1.6583
2.1213
2.3979
1.5000

1.7320
1.5811
1.9364
1.5000
2
2.1794
1.1180

1.9364
1.5000
1.2247
2.1213
2.2912
2.5495
1.1213

1.8708
1.9142
2.3228
2.1794
1.8708
1.6027
2.0615

1.6583
1.8027
2.1213
1.4142
1.9364
2.1213
1

1.9811
1.7320
1.9364
1.3228
1.8708
2.0615
1.1180

1.1180

0.5000

2.3452

2.2912

0

0.5000

1.6583
1.2247

1.5000
0.7071

2.1213
2.2912

2.1794
2.2360

1.4142
0.5000

1.3228
0

1.6583

1.3228

1.0708

1.8027

1.2247

1.1180

2

1.8708

2.0615

1.7320

1.8027

1.8020

2.5000
1.1180
1.8708
1.1180
1.1180

2.2912
1.1180
2
1.1180
1.1180

2.7386
2.1213
0.5000
2.1213
2.1213

1.0615
2.5000
1.8811
2.5000
2.5000

2.2360
1
2.1794
1
1

2.2912
1.1180
2.1213
1.1180
1.1180

1.5000

1.6583

1.6583

2.1794

1.8708

1.9364

1.5811

1.5811

1.5000

2

1.8027

1.7320

1.2247
1.1180

0.7071
0.5000

2.1794
2.3452

2.1213
2.2912

0.5000
0

0.7071
0.5000
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Table 71 Distances between Scrum practices and other methods practices as data points in clusters
Sprint Planning
Meetings
Pair
Programming
TDD
Sit Together
Iteration
Planning
Code
Refactoring
Continuous
Integration
Sprint Planning
Meeting
Product
Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by
Feature
Develop by
feature
Milestone
Configuration
Management
Feasibility
Study
Prioritized
Requirement
List
Timeboxing
Test as you go
Workshop
Prototyping
Frequent
Delivery
Reflective
Improvement
Close
Communication
Focus
Automated
Tests

0

Product
Backlog

Sprint Backlog

Daily Scrum
Meetings

Sprint Review

DoD

2.1213

1.8708

1.8320

1.6583

1.9364

0

0.7071

1.5811

1.5000

1.1180

0

1.8708
0

1.6583
0.8660
0

2.1213
2.0615
2.2912

1.4142
1.6583
0.8660

1.2247
1.3228
1.3228

2.1213
2.2912
1.5000

2.0615
2.2360
1.7708

1.3228
1.9364
1.8708
0
1.8027
2
1.4142

2.5000

1.3228

1.6583

1.8027

2.1213

1.4142

1.9364
2.4494

1.1180
1.2247

1.3228
1.5811

1.9364
1.7320

1.8708
1.9364

0
1.3228

2.0615

0.8660

1.3228

1.1180

1.4142

1.4142

2

1

0.7071

2

1.8027

1.5000

1.2912
2.6925
1.8708
2.6925
2.6925

1.9364
1.3228
1.7320
2.0925
1. 9364

1.6583
1.6583
1.8708
1.8187
2.5495

2.5000
2.0615
1.2247
2.0615
2.0615

2.5495
2.1213
1.1180
2.1213
2.1213

2.2360
1.4142
2.0615
1.4142
1.4142

2.5980

2.1794

2.2912

1.1794

1.0452

2.2360

2.2360

1.5811

1.8708

1.4142

1.6583

1.9364

2.3452
2.5000

1
1.3228

1.4142
1.6583

1.5811
1.8027

1.9364
2.1213

1.3228
1.4142
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Table 72 Distances between FDD practices and other methods practices as data points in clusters
Feature List
Pair
Programming
TDD
Sit Together
Iteration
Planning
Code
Refactoring
Continuous
Integration
Sprint Planning
Meeting
Product
Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by
Feature
Develop by
feature
Milestone
Configuration
Management
Feasibility
Study
Prioritized
Requirement
List
Timeboxing
Test as you go
Workshop
Prototyping
Frequent
Delivery
Reflective
Improvement
Close
Communication
Focus
Automated
Tests

0

Plan by
Feature

0.8660
0

Design by
Feature

1.6583
1.8708
0

Develop by
Feature

Milestone

Configuration
Management

1.9364
2.1213
1

1.8027
2
1.4142

1.8708
2.0615
1.1180

0

1.4142

0.5000

0

1.3228
0

1.6583

1.8708

0.7071

1.2247

1.4142

1.1180

1

0.8660

1.500

1.8027

1.500

1.7320

1.3228
1.9364
2.2360
1.9364
1.9364

0.7071
2.3452
2.3979
2.3452
2.3452

2
1.4142
1.7364
1.4142
1.4142

2.2360
1
2.1794
1
1

2.2360
1.4142
2.0615
1.4142
1.4142

2.2912
1.1180
2.1213
1.1180
1.1180

1.9364

2.2360

1.1213

1.8708

2.2360

1.9364

2.1213

2.2912

1.500

1.8027

1.9364

1.7320

1.7320
1.9364

1.9364
2.1213

0.5000
1

0.5000
0

1.3228
1.4142

0.7071
0.5000
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Table 73 Distances between DSDM practices and other methods practices as data points in clusters
Feasibility
Study
Pair
Programming
TDD
Sit Together
Iteration
Planning
Code
Refactoring
Continuous
Integration
Sprint Planning
Meeting
Product
Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by
Feature
Develop by
feature
Milestone
Configuration
Management
Feasibility
Study
Prioritized
Requirement
List
Timeboxing
Test as you go
Workshop
Prototyping
Frequent
Delivery
Reflective
Improvement
Close
Communication
Focus
Automated
Tests

0

Prioritized
Requirement
List

TimeBoxing

Test as you go

Workshop

Prototyping

1.500

2.1213

1.5811

1.6583

1.5811

0

1.1180

1.8027

2

1.8027

0

2.4494
0

2.5980
2.1794
0

1.5811

1.8027

2.4494

0

2.1794

2.4494
0
2.1794
0
0

1.2360

2.1794

2.3452

1.8708

1.6364

1.8708

1.500

2

2.500

2.0615

1.2247

2.0615

0.8660
1.2247

1.5811
1.8027

2.0615
2.2360

1.1180
1

2
2.1794

1.1180
1
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Table 74 Distances between Crystal practices as data points in clusters

Pair
Programming
TDD
Sit Together
Iteration
Planning
Code
Refactoring
Continuous
Integration
Sprint Planning
Meeting
Product
Backlog
Sprint Backlog
Daily Scrum
Sprint Review
DoD
Feature List
Plan by Feature
Design by
Feature
Develop by
feature
Milestone
Configuration
Management
Feasibility
Study
Prioritized
Requirement
List
Timeboxing
Test as you go
Workshop
Prototyping
Frequent
Delivery
Reflective
Improvement
Close
Communication
Focus
Automated
Tests

Frequent
Delivery

Reflective
Improvement

Close
Communication

Focus

Automated
Tests

0

1.8708

2.0615

1.1180

1

0

1.6583

1.9364

1.8708

0

1.5811

1.8027

0

0.5000
0
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APPENDIX B: FORMAL NOTATION OF THE RULES
Step one: define project characteristic.
Notation:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TM: number of people in the team
TM ϵ INT
TL: the location of the team
Location = {"Team members are located in the same working space", "Team
members are located in the same building but not in the same working space", "Team
members are located in separate near locations", "Team members are located in
different cities in the same country", "Team members are located in different
countries in the same continent", "Team members are located in different continent"}
TL ϵ Location
SA: stakeholders availability for the team, expressed by how often stakeholders are
present with the team.
Availability = {"Stakeholders are part of the team ", "Stakeholders only attend
meetings with the team", "Stakeholders are present only when a release is ready"}
SA ϵ Availability
PD: the expected duration for the project measured in months
PD ϵ Number of months
LOC: Number of lines of code expected for the project
LOC ϵ INT
PIL: the project innovative level measured by what the project aims to deliver.
Application_Type = {"Project aims to build new application", "Project aims to make
a new release of an existing project", "Project aims to make an update for an existing
project"}
PIL ϵ Application_Type
RUL: the requirements uncertainty level measured by the percentage of unstable
requirements.
RUL ϵ {0%, 1%, 2%, …, 100%}
PR: the product reliability
PR ϵ {High, Medium, Low}
PF: the product functionality
PF ϵ {High, Medium, Low}
Project_Characteristics
=
{Team_Size,
Team_Distriution,
Stakeholders_Availability, Project_Duration, Lines_of_Code, Innovative_Degree,
Requirement_Volatility, Criticality_Level}
Team_Size ϵ Project_Characteristics & Team_Size ϵ {Small, Medium, Large}
Team_Distribution ϵ Project_Characteristics & Team_Distribution ϵ {"Same room",
"Same building", "Within Driving distance", "Same Country", "Same continent",
"Different continents"}
Stakeholders_Availability ϵ Project_Characteristics & Stakeholders_Availability ϵ
{High, Medium, Low}
Project_Duration ϵ Project_Characteristics & Project_Duration ϵ {Long, Medium,
Short}
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-

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Lines_of_Code ϵ Project_Characteristics & Lines_of_Code ϵ {Large, Medium,
Small}
Innovative_Degree ϵ Project_Characteristics & Innovative_Degree ϵ {"New
application", "New release", "Update"}
Requirement_Volatility ϵ Project_Characteristics & Requirement_Volatility ϵ
{High, Medium, Low}
Criticality_Level ϵ Project_Characteristics & Criticality_Level ϵ {High, Medium,
Low}

If (TM < 11) then (Team_Size = Small)
If (10 < TM< 21) then (Team_Size = Medium)
If (20 < TM < 30+) then (Team_Size = Large)
If (TL = "Team members are located in the same working space") then
(Team_Distribution = "Same room")
If (TL = "Team members are located in the same building but not in the same
working space") then (Team_Distribution = "Same building")
If (TL = "Team members are located in separate near locations") then
(Team_Distribution = "Within Driving distance")
If (TL ="Team members are located in different cities in the same country") then
(Team_Distribution = "Same Country")
If (TL = "Team members are located in different countries in the same continent")
then (Team_Distribution = "Same continent")
If (TL = "Team members are located in different continent") then (Team
_Distribution = "Different continents")
If (SA = "Stakeholders are part of the team ") then (Stakeholders_Availability =
High)
If (SA = "Stakeholders only attend meetings with the team") then
(Stakeholders_Availability = Medium)
If (SA = "Stakeholders are present only when a release is ready") then
(Stakeholders_Availability = Low)
If (PD ≤ 6 months) then (Project_Duration = Short)
If (6 < PD ≤ 11 months) then (Project_Duration = Medium)
If (11 < PD≤ 17+ months) then (Project_Duration = Long)
If (10,000 ≤ LOC ≤ 50,000) then (Lines_of_Code = Small)
If (50,000 < LOC ≤ 100,000) then (Lines_of_Code = Medium)
If (LOC > 100,000+) then (Lines_of_Code = Large)
If (PIL = "Project aims to build new application") then (Innovative_Degree = "New
application")
If (PIL = "Project aims to make a new release of an existing project") then
(Innovative_Degree = 2)
If (PIL = "Project aims to make an update for an existing project") then
(Innovative_Degree = "Update")
If (RUL ≥ 50%) then (Requirement_Volatility = High)
If (10% < RUL< 50%) then (Requirement_Volatility = Medium)
If (RUL≤ 10%) then (Requirement_Volatility = Low)
If (PR = High & PF = High) then (Criticality_Level = High)
If (PR = Medium & PF = Medium) then (Criticality_Level =Medium)
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54. If (PR = Low & PF = Low) then (Criticality_Level = Low)

Step Two: specify the abilities that the practices are required to support based on the
characteristics of the project.
Notation:
-

-

-

-

Abilities = {Small_Teams, Medium_Teams, Large_Teams, Distributed_Teams,
Iteration_Planning, Small_Iterations, Medium_Iterations, Large_Iterations,
Communication_with_Stakeholders, Communication_among_Team,
Software_Construction, Functional_Tests, Acceptance_Tests}
Practices = {Pair_Programming, TDD, Sit_Together, Iteration_Planning,
Continuous_Integration, Code_Refactoring, Sprint_Planning_Meetings,
Product_Backlog, Sprint_Backlog, Daily_Scrum_Meetings, Sprint_Review, DoD,
Feature_List, Plan_by_Feature, Design_by_Feature, Develop_by_Feature, Milestone,
Configuration_Management, Feasibility_Study, Prioritized_Requirement_List,
TimeBoxing, Test_as_you_go; Workshop; Prototyping, Frequent_Delivery,
Reflective_Improvement, Close_Communication, Focus, Automated_Tests}
Support-Value: (Practices x Abilities)  {Full Support, Partial Support, No Support}
∀ p ϵ Practices
∀ a ϵ Abilities

Targeted-Value: (Characteristics x Abilities)  {Full Support, Partial Support, No
Support}
∀ a ϵ Abilities
∀ ch ϵ characteristics

28. If (Team_Size = Small) then (Targeted-Value (Small_Teams) = Full Support;
Targeted-Value (Communication_among_Team) = Full Support)
29. If (Team_Size = Medium) then (Targeted-Value (Medium_Teams) = Full Support;
Targeted-Value (Communication_among_Team )= Partial Support)
30. If (Team_Size = Large) then (Targeted-Value (Large_Teams) = Full Support;
(Communication_among_Team) = No Support)
31. If (Team_Distribution = "Same room") then (Targeted-Value
(Communication_among_Team) = Full Support)
32. If (Team_Distribution = "Same building") then (Targeted-Value
(Communication_among_Team) = Full Support)
33. If (Team_Distribution ="Within Driving distance") then (Targeted-Value
(Distributed_Teams) = Partial Support; Targeted-Value
(Communication_among_Team) = Partial Support)
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34. If (Team_Distribution = "Same Country") then (Targeted-Value (Distributed_Teams)
= Full Support ; Targeted-Value (Communication_among_Team) = Partial Support)
35. If (Team distribution = "Same continent") then (Targeted-Value (Distributed_Teams)
= Full Support ; Targeted-Value (Communication_among_Team) = No Support)
36. If (Team_Distribution = "Different continents") then (Targeted-Value
(Distributed_Teams) = Full Support ; Targeted-Value
(Communication_among_Team) = No Support)
37. If (Stakeholders_Availability = High) then (Targeted-Value
(Communication_with_Stakeholders) = Full Support )
38. If (Stakeholders_Availability = Medium) then (Targeted-Value
(Communication_with_Stakeholders) = Partial Support)
39. If (Stakeholders_Availability = Low) then (Targeted-Value
(Communication_with_Stakeholders) = No Support)
40. If (Project_Duration = Long) then (Targeted-Value (Iteration planning = Full
Support))
41. If (Project_Duration = Medium) then (Targeted-Value (Iteration Planning) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Medium_Iterations) = Full Support)
42. If (Project_Duration = Short) then (Targeted-Value (Iteration Planning) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Small_Iterations) = Full Support)
43. If (Lines_of_Code = Large) then (Targeted-Value (Software_Construction) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Full Support)
44. If (Lines_of_Code = Medium) then (Targeted-Value (Software_Construction) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Partial Support)
45. If (Lines_of_Code = Small) then (Targeted-Value (Software_Construction) = Partial
Support; Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Partial Support)
46. If (Innovative_Degree ="New Application") then (Targeted-Value
(Software_Construction) = Full Support; Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) = Full Support)
47. If (Innovative_Degree ="New release") then (Targeted-Value
(Software_Construction) = Full Support; Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) = Partial Support)
48. If (Innovative_Degree = "Update") then (Targeted-Value (Software_Construction) =
Partial Support; Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Partial Support; TargetedValue (Acceptance_Tests) = Partial Support)
49. If (Requirement_Volatility = High) then (Targeted-Value (Small_Iterations) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) = Full Support)
50. If (Requirement_Volatility = medium) then (Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) =
Full Support)
51. If (Requirement_Volatility = Low) then (Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) =
Partial Support)
52. If (Criticality_Level = High) then (Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Full Support;
Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) = Full Support)
53. If (Criticality_Level = Medium) then (Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Full
Support; Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) = Partial Support)
54. If (Criticality_Level = Low) then (Targeted-Value (Functional_Tests) = Partial
Support; Targeted-Value (Acceptance_Tests) = Partial Support)
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Step Three: select all the practices that satisfy any of the abilities stated earlier in the
previous step.
Notation:
-

Selected = {}

1. If (Support-Value (p, a) ≥ Targeted-Value (a)) then (Selected U {p})

Step Four: rule out the practices that won’t fit in the project environment.
Notation:
-

Suitability = {Small_Teams, Medium_Teams, Large_Teams, Distributed_Teams,
Small_Iterations, Medium_Iterations, Large_Iterations}
∀ s ϵ Suitability
∀ p ϵ Practices
Suitability-Value: (Practices x Suitability  {Full Suitability, Partial Suitability, No
Suitability}

11. If (Team_Size = Small & Suitability-Value(p, Small-Teams) = No Suitability) then
(Selected \ {p})
12. If (Team_Size = Medium & Suitability-Value(p, Medium-Teams) = No Suitability)
then (Selected \ {p})
13. If (Team _Size = Large & Suitability-Value(p, Large-Teams) = No Suitability) then
(Selected \ {p})
14. If (Team_Distribution = Within driving distance & Suitability-Value(p, DistributedTeams) = No Suitability) then (Selected \ {p})
15. If (Team_Distribution = Same country Suitability-Value(p, Distributed-Teams) = No
Suitability || Suitability-Value(p, Distributed-Teams) = Partial Suitability) then
(Selected \ {p})
16. If (Team_Distribution = Same continent & Suitability-Value(p, Distributed-Teams) =
No Suitability || Suitability-Value(p, Distributed-Teams) = Partial Suitability) then
(Selected \ {p})
17. If (Team_Distribution = Different continent & Suitability-Value(p, DistributedTeams) = No Suitability || Suitability-Value(p, Distributed-Teams) = Partial
Suitability) then (Selected \ {p})
18. If (Targeted-Value(Small_Iterations)= Full Support & Suitability-Value(p,
Small_Iterations) = No Suitability) then (Selected \ {p})
19. If Targeted-Value(Medium_Iterations)= Full Support & Suitability-Value(p,
Medium-Iterations) = No Suitability) then (Selected \ {p})
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20. If (Targeted-Value(Large_Iterations)= Full Support & Suitability-Value(p, LargeIterations) = No Suitability) then (Selected \ {p})

Step Five: Calculate the cost of each practice.
Notation:
-

∀ p ϵ Practices
Cost: Practices  R
Cost (p) = Real number

Cost = (1 - KL) x Learning Difficulty Level + Adoption Difficulty Level + TA 1 x Tool1 Cost + ……+ TAn x Tooln
Co

KL: knowledge level (percentage).
TA: tool availability.
n: number of practices.
m: number of tools.

Step Six: check if the practices fit into Agile SDLC and satisfy all of its phases.
Notation:
-

-

Phases = {Iteration -1, Iteration 0, Construction Iteration, Modeling, Plan,
Implement, Test & Review, Release, Production}
Iteration -1 = {Sit_Together, Feasibility_Study}
Iteration 0 = { Sit Together, Design by Feature, Product Backlog, Sprint Backlog,
Feature List, Prioritized Requirement List}
Construction Iteration = {Sit Together, Workshop, Iteration Planning, Sprint
Planning Meeting, Plan by Feature, TimeBoxing, Pair Programming ,TDD, Code
Refactoring, Develop by Feature, Test As You Go, Daily Scrum, Sprint Review,
Close_Communication }
Modeling = {Sit Together, Workshop, Close_Communication }
Plan = { Iteration Planning, Sprint Planning Meeting, Plan by Feature, TimeBoxing ,
Close_Communication }
Implement = { Pair Programming ,TDD, Code Refactoring, Develop by Feature,
Focus }
Test & Review = { Test As You Go, Daily Scrum, Sprint Review,
Reflective_Improvement, Automated Tests}
Release = {DoD, Milestone, Configuration_Management}
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-

Production = {Continuous_Integration, Prototyping, Frequent Delivery}
∀ p ϵ Practices
∀ ph ϵ Phases: ph = {pm,…,pn}
Score: Practices  R
Score (p) = Real Number

1. If (ph = ∅) then (
1.1 pn…… pm ϵ ph: Score(pn) = 0 …. Score (pm) = 0
1.2 Score (pn) = - Cost (pn)…… Score(pm) = - Cost(pm)
1.3 ∀ a ϵ Abilities: If (Support-Value(p, a) = Full Support) then(
Score (p)+1)
1.4 ∀ a ϵ Abilities: If (Support-Value(p, a) = Partial Support)
then(Score (p)+0.5)
1.5 If (Score (pn)>….> Score(pm)) then (Selected U {pn}))
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APPENDIX C: UML DIAGRAM OF THE MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
A comprehensive overview of the implementation of the model as a UML diagram is
provided in this appendix. The UML diagram of the Java classes is shown in Figure
26.

Figure 30 UML design of the model implementation
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